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Abstract
We propose a robust adversarial prediction framework for general multiclass classification.
Our method seeks predictive distributions that robustly optimize non-convex and non-
continuous multiclass loss metrics against the worst-case conditional label distributions
(the adversarial distributions) that (approximately) match the statistics of the training
data. Although the optimized loss metrics are non-convex and non-continuous, the dual
formulation of the framework is a convex optimization problem that can be recast as a
risk minimization model with a prescribed convex surrogate loss we call the adversarial
surrogate loss. We show that the adversarial surrogate losses fill an existing gap in surrogate
loss construction for general multiclass classification problems, by simultaneously aligning
better with the original multiclass loss, guaranteeing Fisher consistency, enabling a way to
incorporate rich feature spaces via the kernel trick, and providing competitive performance
in practice.
Keywords: adversarial prediction, multiclass classification, surrogate loss, Fisher consis-
tency, robust distribution.
1. Introduction
Multiclass classification is a canonical machine learning task in which a predictor chooses a
predicted label from a finite number of possible class labels. For many application domains,
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the penalty for making an incorrect prediction is defined by a loss function that depends
on the value of the predicted label and the true label. Some example of the task are the
zero-one loss classification where the predictor suffers a loss of one when making incorrect
prediction and zero otherwise as well as the ordinal classification (also known as ordinal
regression) where the predictor suffers a loss that increases as the prediction moves away
from the true label.
Empirical risk minimization (ERM) (Vapnik, 1992) is a standard approach for solving
general multiclass classification problems by finding the classifier that minimizes a loss
metric over the training data. However, since directly minimizing this loss over training
data within the ERM framework is generally NP-hard (Steinwart and Christmann, 2008),
convex surrogate losses that can be efficiently optimized are employed to approximate the
loss. Constructing surrogate losses for binary classification has been well studied, resulting
in surrogate losses that enjoy desirable theoretical properties and good performance in
practice. Among the popular examples are the logarithmic loss, which is minimized by
the logistic regression classifier (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989), and the hinge loss, which is
minimized by the support vector machine (SVM) (Boser et al., 1992; Cortes and Vapnik,
1995). Both of these surrogate losses are Fisher consistent (Lin, 2002; Bartlett et al.,
2006) for binary classification, meaning they minimize the zero-one loss and yield the Bayes
optimal decision when they learn from any true distribution of data using a sufficiently rich
feature representation. SVMs provide the additional advantage that when combined with
kernel methods, extremely rich feature representations can be efficiently incorporated.
Unfortunately, generalizing the hinge loss to multiclass classification tasks with more
than two labels in a theoretically-sound manner is challenging. In the case of multiclass zero-
one loss for example, existing extensions of the hinge loss to multiclass convex surrogates
(Crammer and Singer, 2002; Weston et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2004) tend to lose their Fisher
consistency guarantees (Tewari and Bartlett, 2007; Liu, 2007) or produce low accuracy
predictions in practice (Dog˘an et al., 2016). In the case of multiclass ordinal classification,
surrogate losses are usually constructed by transforming the binary hinge loss to take into
account the different penalties of the ordinal regression problem using thresholding methods
(Shashua and Levin, 2003; Chu and Keerthi, 2005; Lin and Li, 2006; Rennie and Srebro,
2005; Li and Lin, 2007), or sample re-weighting methods (Li and Lin, 2007). Many methods
for other general multiclass problems also rely on similar transformations of the binary
hinge loss to construct convex surrogates (Binder et al., 2012; Ramaswamy et al., 2018;
Lin, 2014). Empirical evaluations have compared the appropriateness of different surrogate
losses for general multiclass classification, but these still leave the possibility of undiscovered
surrogates that align better with the original multiclass classification loss.
To address these limitations, we propose a robust adversarial prediction framework that
seeks the most robust (Gru¨nwald and Dawid, 2004; Delage and Ye, 2010) prediction distri-
bution that minimizes the loss metric in the worst-case given statistical summaries of the
empirical distributions. We replace the empirical training data for evaluating our predictor
with an adversary that is free to choose an evaluating distribution from the set of distri-
butions that (approximately) match the statistical summaries of empirical training data
via moment matching constraints of the features. Although the optimized loss metrics are
non-convex and non-continuous, we show that the dual formulation of the framework is a
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convex empirical risk minimization model with a prescribed convex surrogate loss that we
call the adversarial surrogate loss.
We develop algorithms to compute the adversarial surrogate losses efficiently: linear time
for ordinal classification with the absolute loss metric, quasilinear time for the zero-one loss
metric, and linear program-based algorithm for more general loss metrics. We show that
the adversarial surrogate losses fill the existing gap in surrogate loss construction for general
multiclass classification problems by simultaneously: (1) aligning better with the original
multiclass loss metric, since optimizing the surrogate loss is equivalent with optimizing the
original loss metric in the primal adversarial prediction formulation; (2) guaranteeing Fisher
consistency; (3) enabling computational efficiency in a rich feature representation via the
kernel trick; and (4) providing competitive performance in practice.
1.1 Contributions of the Paper
Some of the contents in this paper have previously appeared in machine learning confer-
ences: the adversarial prediction formulation for general loss matrices (Asif et al., 2015), the
adversarial surrogate loss for the multiclass zero-one loss metric (Fathony et al., 2016), the
adversarial surrogate loss for ordinal classification with the absolute loss metric (Fathony
et al., 2017), and the Fisher consistency proof in the case of symmetric loss metrics (Fathony
et al., 2018). This paper also contains distinct elements to provide a more general view of
the adversarial prediction framework for general multiclass classification that have not pre-
viously been presented in the conference papers. The following is a summary of the new
contributions included in this paper:
1. A general view of adversarial surrogate losses for general multiclass classification prob-
lems (Section 3);
2. A new proof technique for deriving the corresponding surrogate loss for a given loss
metrics to optimize, based on the extreme points enumeration of the convex polytope
(proofs in Section 3);
3. An extension to the ordinal classification problem using the squared loss rather than
the absolute loss (Section 3.3);
4. An analysis of the adversarial surrogate loss for the weighted loss metrics (Section
3.4);
5. The loss formulation and prediction scheme of the adversarial surrogate loss for the
task of classification with abstention (Section 3.5, Section 4.3);
6. A Fisher consistency analysis for non-symmetric loss metrics under potential-based
prediction schemes (Section 5.1);
7. A Fisher consistency analysis for the case where the set of the predictor’s options are
different from the set of ground truth labels (Section 5.2);
8. A primal optimization algorithm to incorporate rich feature spaces via the kernel trick
based on the PEGASOS algorithm (Section 6.2); and
9. Additional experiments for the classification with abstention tasks (Section 7.3).
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1.2 Paper Organization
This article is organized as follows. The next section formulates the general multiclass
classification problem, demonstrates some example problems, and discusses related tech-
niques that solve these problems. Section 3 presents our adversarial prediction framework
formulation, and the adversarial surrogate losses constructed from the dual formulation of
the framework for several loss metrics including the zero-one loss, absolute loss, squared
loss, and abstention-based loss metrics. Section 4 presents two different schemes for making
predictions, probabilistic and non-probabilistic schemes. Section 5 establishes the Fisher
consistency property of adversarial surrogate losses. Section 6 presents algorithms for op-
timizing the adversarial surrogate losses as well as the technique to incorporate the kernel
trick into the algorithm. Finally, Section 7 discusses experimental evaluations and the em-
pirical advantages of the adversarial surrogate losses compared to the state-of-the-art tech-
niques that can be viewed as risk minimization methods with piece-wise convex surrogates.
This includes the generalization of hinge loss and SVM to general multiclass classification
problems.
2. Preliminaries and Related Works
In multiclass classification problems, the predictor needs to predict a variable by choosing
one class from a finite set of possible class labels. The most popular form of multiclass
classification uses zero-one loss metric minimization as the objective. This loss metric
penalizes all mistakes equally with a loss of one for incorrect predictions and zero loss
otherwise. In fact, the term “multiclass classification” itself, is widely used to refer to this
specific variant that uses the zero-one loss as the objective. We refer to “general multiclass
classification” as the multiclass classification task that can use any loss metric defined based
on the predictor’s label prediction and the true label in this work.
2.1 General Multiclass Classification
In a general multiclass classification problem, the predictor is provided with training ex-
amples that are pairs of training data and labels {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} drawn i.i.d. from
a distribution D on X × Y, where X is the feature space and Y = [k] , {1, . . . , k} is a
finite set of class labels. For a given data point x, the predictor has to provide a class label
prediction yˆ ∈ T = [l] , {1, . . . , l}. Although the set of prediction labels T is usually the
same as the set of ground truth labels Y, we also consider settings in which they differ. A
multiclass loss metric loss(yˆ, y) : T × Y → [0,∞), denotes the loss incurred by predicting
yˆ when the true label is y. The loss metric, loss(yˆ, y), is also commonly written as a loss
matrix L ∈ Rl×k+ (in this case, R+ refers to [0,∞)), where the value of a matrix cell in i-th
row and j-th column corresponds to the value of loss(yˆ, y) when yˆ = i and y = j. Some
examples of the loss metrics for general multiclass classification problems are:
1. Zero-one loss metric. The predictor suffers one loss if its prediction is not the same
as the true label, otherwise it suffers zero loss, loss0-1(yˆ, y) = I(yˆ 6= y).
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2. Ordinal classification with absolute loss metric. The predictor suffers a loss
that increases as the prediction moves farther away from the true label. A canonical
example for ordinal classification loss metric is the absolute loss, lossord(yˆ, y) = |yˆ−y|.
3. Ordinal classification with squared loss metric. The squared loss metric,
losssq(yˆ, y) = (yˆ− y)2, is also popular for evaluating ordinal classification predictions.
4. Classification with abstention. In this prediction setting, a standard zero-one loss
metric is used. However, the predictor has an additional prediction option to abstain
from making a label prediction. Hence, T 6= Y in this setting. A constant penalty α
is incurred whenever the predictor chooses to use the abstain option.
Example loss matrices for these classification problems are shown in Figure 1.

0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0

(a)

0 1 2 3 4
1 0 1 2 3
2 1 0 1 2
3 2 1 0 1
4 3 2 1 0

(b)

0 1 4 9 16
1 0 1 4 9
4 1 0 1 4
9 4 1 0 1
16 9 4 1 0

(c)

0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

(d)
Figure 1: Examples of the loss matrices for general multiclass classification when the num-
ber of class labels is 5 and the loss metric is: the zero-one loss (a), ordinal
regression with the absolute loss (b), ordinal regression with the squared loss (c),
and classification with abstention and α = 12 (d).
2.2 Empirical Risk Minimization and Fisher Consistency
A standard approach to parametric classification is to assume some functional form for the
classifier (e.g., a linear discriminant function, yˆθ(x) = argmaxy θ
ᵀφ(x, y), where φ(x, y) ∈
Rm is a feature function) and then select model parameters θ that minimize the empirical
risk,
argmin
θ
EX,Y∼P˜ [loss (yˆθ(X), Y )] + λ||θ||,
with a regularization penalty λ||θ|| often added to avoid overfitting to available training
data1. Unfortunately, many combinations of classification functions, yˆθ(x), and loss met-
rics, do not lend themselves to efficient parameter optimization under the empirical risk
minimization (ERM) formulation. For example, the zero-one loss measuring the misclassi-
fication rate will generally lead to a non-convex empirical risk minimization problem that
is NP-hard to solve (Hoffgen et al., 1995).
1. Lowercase non-bold, x, and bold, x, denote scalar and vector values, and capitals, X or X, denote
random variables.
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Figure 2: Convex surrogates for the zero-one loss.
To avoid these intractabilities, convex surrogate loss functions (Figure 2) that serve
as upper bounds on the desired loss metric are often used to create tractable optimiza-
tion objectives. The popular support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Cortes and Vapnik,
1995), for example, employs the hinge-loss—an upper bound on the zero-one loss—to avoid
the often intractable empirical risk minimization problem. The logistic regression classifier
(McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) performs a probabilistic prediction by minimizing the loga-
rithmic loss, whereas Adaboost (Freund and Schapire, 1997) incrementally minimizes the
exponential loss.
There are many ways to construct convex surrogate loss functions for a given loss metric
that we want to optimize. An important property for theoretically guaranteeing optimal pre-
diction is Fisher consistency. It requires a learning method to produce Bayes optimal predic-
tions which minimize the expected loss of this distribution, yˆ ∈ argmaxy′ EY∼P [loss(y′, Y )]
under ideal learning conditions (trained from the true data distribution P (Y |X) using a fully
expressive feature representation). Fisher consistency property guarantees that a learning
algorithm (i.e. surrogate loss) reaches the optimal prediction under the original loss metric
in the limit. Tewari and Bartlett (2007) presented techniques to characterize the Fisher con-
sistency of surrogate losses for the multiclass zero-one loss metric, which then is extended
by Ramaswamy and Agarwal (2012, 2016) to general multiclass loss metrics.
2.3 General Multiclass Classification Methods
A variety of methods have been proposed to address the general multiclass classification
problem. Most of the methods can be viewed as optimizing surrogate losses that come
from the extension of binary surrogate loss, e.g., hinge loss (used by SVM), logistic loss
(used by logistic regression) and exponential loss (used by AdaBoost), to general multiclass
cases. We narrow our focus over this broad range of methods found in the related work to
those that can be viewed as empirical risk minimization methods with piece-wise convex
surrogates (i.e. generalized hinge loss / generalized SVM), which are more closely related
to our approach.
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2.3.1 Multiclass Zero-one Classification
Many methods have been proposed to generalize SVM to the multiclass classification setting.
Apart from the one-vs-all and one-vs-one decomposed formulations (Deng et al., 2012), there
are three main joint formulations:
1. The WW model by Weston et al. (1999), which incorporates the sum of hinge losses
for all alternative labels,
lossWW(x, y) =
∑
j 6=y [1 + (fj(x)− fy(x))]+;
2. The CS model by Crammer and Singer (2002), which uses the hinge loss of only the
largest alternative label,
lossCS(x, y) = maxj 6=y [1 + (fj(x)− fy(x))]+ ; and
3. The LLW model by Lee et al. (2004), which employs an absolute hinge loss,
lossLLW(x, y) =
∑
j 6=y [1 + fj(x)]+ ,
and a constraint that
∑
j fj(x) = 0.
The former two models (CS and WW) both utilize the pairwise class-based potential differ-
ences fj(x)− fy(x) and are therefore categorized as relative margin methods. LLW, on the
other hand, is an absolute margin method that only relates to fj(x) (Dog˘an et al., 2016).
Fisher consistency, or Bayes consistency (Bartlett et al., 2006; Tewari and Bartlett,
2007), guarantees that minimization of a surrogate loss under the true distribution provides
the Bayes-optimal classifier, i.e., minimizes the zero-one loss. Among these methods, only
the LLW method is Fisher consistent (Lee et al., 2004; Tewari and Bartlett, 2007; Liu, 2007).
However, as pointed out by Dog˘an et al. (2016), LLW’s use of an absolute margin in the
loss (rather than the relative margin of WW and CS) often causes it to perform poorly for
datasets with low dimensional feature spaces. From the opposite direction, the requirements
for Fisher consistency have been well-characterized (Tewari and Bartlett, 2007), yet this has
not led to a multiclass classifier that is Fisher consistent and performs well in practice.
2.3.2 Multiclass Ordinal Classification
Existing techniques for ordinal classification that optimize piece-wise convex surrogates can
be categorized into three groups as follows.
1. Threshold methods for ordinal classification.
Threshold methods treat the ordinal response variable, fˆ , w · x, as a continuous
real-valued variable and introduce k − 1 thresholds η1, η2, ..., ηk−1 that partition the
real line into k segments: η0 = −∞ < η1 < η2 < ... < ηk−1 < ηk =∞. Each segment
corresponds to a label with yˆi assigned label j if ηj−1 < fˆ ≤ ηj . There are two
different approaches for constructing surrogate losses based on the threshold methods
to optimize the choice of w and η1, . . . , ηk−1 (Shashua and Levin, 2003; Chu and
Keerthi, 2005; Rennie and Srebro, 2005). All thresholds method (also called SVORIM)
penalizes all thresholds involved when a mistake is made. Immediate thresholds (also
called SVOREX) only penalizes the most immediate thresholds.
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2. A reduction framework from ordinal classification to binary classification.
Li and Lin (2007) proposed a reduction framework to convert ordinal regression prob-
lems to binary classification problems by extending training examples. For each train-
ing sample (x, y), the reduction framework creates k− 1 extended samples (x(j), y(j))
and assigns weight wy,j to each extended sample. The binary label associated with
the extended sample is equivalent to the answer of the question: “is the rank of x
greater than j?” The reduction framework allows a choice for how extended samples
x(j) are constructed from original samples x and how to perform binary classification.
3. Cost-sensitive classification methods for ordinal classification.
Rather than using thresholding or the reduction framework, ordinal regression can
also be cast as a special case of cost-sensitive multiclass classification. Two of the
most popular classification-based ordinal regression techniques are extensions of one-
versus-one (OVO) and one-versus-all (OVA) cost-sensitive classification (Lin, 2008,
2014). Both algorithms leverage a transformation that converts a cost-sensitive clas-
sification problem to a set of weighted binary classification problems. Rather than
reducing to binary classification, Tu and Lin (2010) reduce cost-sensitive classification
to one-sided regression (OSR), which can be viewed as an extension of the one-versus-
all (OVA) technique.
A recent analysis by Pedregosa et al. (2017) shows that many surrogate losses for ordi-
nal classification enjoy Fisher consistency. For example, the all thresholds and immediate
thresholds methods are Fisher consistent provided that the base binary surrogate losses they
use are convex with differentiability and a negative derivative at zero.
2.3.3 Multiclass Classification with Abstention
In the classification with abstention setting, a standard zero-one loss is used to evaluate the
prediction. However, the predictor has an additional option to abstain from making a label
prediction and suffer a constant penalty α. In the literature, this type of prediction setting
is also called “classification with reject option”.
Most of the early papers on classification with abstention focused on the binary predic-
tion case. Bartlett and Wegkamp (2008) proposed a consistent surrogate loss based on the
SVM’s hinge loss for binary classification with abstention where the value of α is restricted
to the interval [0, 12 ]. Grandvalet et al. (2009) extended the approach to the case where the
abstention penalty between the positive class α+ and negative class α− is non-symmetric.
A recent study by Cortes et al. (2016) proposed a modification of the boosting algorithm
(Freund and Schapire, 1997) that incorporate the abstention setting into the prediction.
They also proposed a base weak classifier, abstention stump, which is a modification from
the popular weak classifier for the standard boosting algorithm (decision stump).
For the multiclass classification setting, a recent paper by Ramaswamy et al. (2018)
proposed several algorithms that extend the binary hinge loss to the case of multiclass
classification with abstention. They extended the definition of SVM’s one-versus-all (OVA)
and Crammer-Singer (CS) models to incorporate the abstention penalty. They also proposed
a consistent algorithm for multiclass classification with abstention in the case of α ∈ [0, 12 ],
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by encoding the prediction classes in binary number representation and formulate a binary
encoded prediction (BEP) surrogate.
3. Adversarial Prediction Formulation
In a general multiclass classification problem, the predictor needs to make a label prediction
yˆ ∈ T = {1, . . . , l} for a given data point x. To evaluate the performance of the prediction,
we compute the multiclass loss metric loss(yˆ, y) by comparing the prediction to the ground
truth label y. The predictor is also allowed to make a probabilistic prediction by outputting
a conditional probability Pˆ (Yˆ |x). In this case, the expected loss EYˆ |x∼Pˆ loss(Yˆ , y) =∑l
i=1 Pˆ (Yˆ = i|x) loss(i, y) is measured. Note that in our notation, the upper case Y and
X refer to random variables (of a scalar and vector respectively) while lower case y and x
refer to the observed variables.
Our approach seeks a predictor that robustly minimizes a multiclass loss metric against
the worst-case distribution that (approximately) matches the statistics of the training data.
In this setting, a predictor makes a probabilistic prediction over the set of all possible labels
(denoted as Pˆ (Yˆ |X)). Instead of evaluating the predictor with the empirical distribu-
tion, the predictor is pitted against an adversary that also makes a probabilistic prediction
(denoted as Pˇ (Yˇ |X)). The predictor’s objective is to minimize the expected loss metric cal-
culated from the predictor’s and adversary’s probabilistic predictions, while the adversary
seeks to maximize the loss. The adversary is constrained to select a probabilistic prediction
that matches the statistical summaries of the empirical training distribution (denoted as
P˜ ) via moment-matching constraints on the features φ(x, y).
Definition 1 In the adversarial prediction framework for general multiclass classifi-
cation, the predictor player first selects a predictive distribution, Pˆ (Yˆ |X), for each input x,
from the conditional probability simplex, and then the adversarial player selects an evalua-
tion distribution, Pˇ (Yˇ |X), for each input x from the set of distributions consistent with the
known statistics:
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
EX∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ )
]
(1)
subject to: EX∼P˜ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ [φ(X, Yˇ )] = EX,Y∼P˜ [φ(X, Y )] .
Here, the statistics EX,Y∼P˜ [φ(X, Y )] are a vector of provided feature moments measured
from training data.
For the purpose of establishing efficient learning algorithms, we use the method of La-
grangian multipliers and strong duality for convex-concave saddle point problems (Von Neu-
mann and Morgenstern, 1945; Sion, 1958) to formulate the equivalent dual optimization as
stated in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 Determining the value of the constrained adversarial prediction minimax game
reduces to a minimization over the empirical average of the value of many unconstrained
minimax games:
min
θ
EX,Y∼P˜
[
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
EYˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θᵀ
(
φ(X, Yˇ )− φ(X, Y ))]] , (2)
9
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where θ is the Lagrange dual variable for the moment matching constraints.
Proof
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
EX∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ )
]
subject to: EX∼P˜ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
φ(X, Yˇ )
]
= EX,Y∼P˜ [φ(X, Y )]
(a)
= max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
EX∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ )
]
subject to: EX∼P˜ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
φ(X, Yˇ )
]
= EX,Y∼P˜ [φ(X, Y )]
(b)
= max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
min
θ
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
EX,Y∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θᵀ
(
φ(X, Yˇ )− φ(X, Y ))]
(c)
= min
θ
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
EX,Y∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θᵀ
(
φ(X, Yˇ )− φ(X, Y ))]
(d)
= min
θ
EX,Y∼P˜
[
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |X)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |X)
EYˆ |X∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θᵀ
(
φ(X, Yˇ )− φ(X, Y ))]] .
The transformation steps above are described as follows:
(a) We flip the min and max order using minimax duality (Von Neumann and Morgen-
stern, 1945). The domains of Pˆ (Yˆ |X) and Pˇ (Yˇ |X) are both compact convex sets and
the objective function is bilinear, therefore, strong duality holds.
(b) We introduce the Lagrange dual variable θ to directly incorporate the equality con-
straints into the objective function.
(c) The domain of Pˇ (Yˇ |X) is a compact convex subset of Rn, while the domain of θ is
Rm. The objective is concave on Pˇ (Yˇ |X) for all θ (a non-negative linear combination
of minimums of affine functions is concave), while it is convex on θ for all Pˇ (Yˇ |X).
Based on Sion’s minimax theorem (Sion, 1958), strong duality holds, and thus we can
flip the optimization order of Pˇ (Yˇ |X) and θ.
(d) Since the expression is additive in terms of Pˇ (Yˇ |X) and Pˆ (Yˆ |X), we can push the
expectation over the empirical distribution X, Y ∼ P˜ outside and independently op-
timize each Pˇ (Yˇ |x) and Pˆ (Yˆ |x).
The dual problem (Eq. (2)) possesses the important property of being a convex op-
timization problem in θ. The objective of Eq. (2) consists of the function loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) +
θᵀ
(
φ(X, Yˇ )− φ(X, Y )) which is an affine function with respect to θ, followed by operations
that preserve convexity (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004): (1) the non-negative weighted
sum (the expectations in the objective), (2) the minimization in the predictor Pˆ (Yˆ |X) over
a non-empty convex set out of a function that is jointly convex in θ and Pˆ (Yˆ |X), and (3)
the point-wise maximum in the adversary distribution Pˇ (Yˇ |X) over an infinite set of con-
vex functions. Therefore, the overall objective is convex with respect to θ. This property
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is important since we can use gradient-based optimization in our learning algorithm and
guarantee convergence to the global optimum of the objective despite the fact that the orig-
inal loss metrics we want to optimize in the primal formulation of the adversarial prediction
(Eq. (1)) are non-convex and non-continuous.
Despite the different motivations between our adversarial prediction framework and
the empirical risk minimization framework, the dual optimization formulation (Eq. (2))
resembles a risk minimization problem with the surrogate loss defined as:
AL(x, y, θ) = max
Pˇ (Yˇ |x)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |x)
EYˆ |x∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |x∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θᵀ
(
φ(x, Yˇ )− φ(x, y))] . (3)
We call this surrogate loss the “adversarial surrogate loss” or in short “AL”. In the next
subsections, we will analyze more about this surrogate loss for different instances of general
multiclass classification problems.
Let us first simplify the notation used in our surrogate loss. We construct a vector p
to compactly represent the predictor’s conditional probability Pˆ (Yˆ |x), where the value of
its i-th index is pi = Pˆ (Yˆ = i|x). Similarly, we construct a vector q for the adversary’s
conditional probability, i.e., qi = Pˇ (Yˇ = i|x). We also define a potential vector f whose i-th
index stores the potential for the i-th class, i.e., fi = θ
ᵀφ(x, i). Finally, we use a matrix
L to represent the loss function introduced at the beginning of this section. Using these
notations we can rewrite our adversarial surrogate loss as:
AL(f , y) = max
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
pᵀLq + fᵀq− fy,
where ∆ denotes the conditional probability simplex. The maximin formulation above can
be converted to a linear program as follows:
AL(f , y) = max
q,v
v + fᵀq− fy (4)
s.t.: L(i,:)q ≥ v ∀i ∈ [k]
qi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [k]
qᵀ1 = 1,
where v is a slack variable for converting the inner minimization into sets of linear inequality
constraints, and L(i,:) denote the i-th row of matrix L. We will analyze the solution of this
linear program for several different types of loss metrics to construct a simpler closed-form
formulation of the surrogate loss.
3.1 Multiclass Zero-One Classification
The multiclass zero-one loss metric is one of the most popular metrics used in multiclass
classification. The loss metric penalizes an incorrect prediction with a loss of one and zero
otherwise, i.e., loss(yˆ, y) = I(yˆ 6= y). An example of zero-one loss matrix for classification
with five classes can be seen in Figure 1a.
We focus on analyzing the solution of the maximization in Eq. (4) for the case where L
is the zero-one loss matrix. Since the objective in Eq. (4) is linear and the constraints form
a convex polytope C over the space of
[
q
v
]
, there is always an optimal solution that is an
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extreme point of the domain (Theorem 32.2 of Rockafellar, 1970). The only catch is that
C is not bounded, but this can be easily addressed by adding a nominal constraint v ≥ −1
(see Proposition 4). Our strategy is to first characterize the extreme points of C that may
possibly solve Eq. (4), and then the evaluation of adversarial loss (AL) becomes equivalent
to finding an extreme point that maximizes the objective in Eq. (4).
The polytope C can be defined in its canonical form by using the half-space representa-
tion of a polytope as follows:
C =

[
q
v
] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣A
[
q
v
]
≥ b, where A =

L −1
I 0
1ᵀ 0
−1ᵀ 0
 , b =

0
0
1
−1

 . (5)
Here L is a k-by-k loss matrix, I is a k-by-k identity matrix, 1 and 0 are vectors with length
k that contain all 1 and or all 0 respectively. A has 2k + 2 rows and k + 1 columns. Below
is an example of this half-space representation for a four-class classification with zero-one
loss metric:
1st block
2nd block
3rd block

0 1 1 1 −1
1 0 1 1 −1
1 1 0 1 −1
1 1 1 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 0


q1
q2
q3
q4
v
 ≥

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1

.
For simplicity, we divide A into 3 blocks of rows. The first block contains k rows defining
the constraints that relate the loss matrix with the slack variable v, the second block also
contains k rows for non-negativity constraints, and the third block is for the sum-to-one
constraints.
To characterize the extreme points of C that solve Eq. (4), we utilize the algebraic
characterization of extreme points in a bounded polytope given by Theorem 3.17 from
Andre´asson et al. (2005). For convenience, we quote it here.
Proposition 3 (Theorem 3.17 from Andre´asson et al. (2005)) Let P , {c ∈ Rn |
Ac ≥ b} be a bounded polytope, where A ∈ Rm×n has rank(A) = n and b ∈ Rm. For
any c¯ ∈ P, let I(c¯) be the set of row index i such that A(i,:)c¯ = bi. Let Ac¯ and bc¯ be
the submatrix and subvector of A and b that extract the rows in I(c¯), respectively. Then
Ac¯c = bc¯ is called the equality subsystem for c¯, and c¯ ∈ P is an extreme point if and only
if rank(Ac¯) = n.
Since C is not bounded (v can diverge to −∞), we now further characterize a subset of
C that must include an optimal solution to Eq. (4).
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Proposition 4 Let ext C = {c ∈ C| rank(Ac) = k + 1}. Then ext C must contain an
optimal solution to Eq. (4).
Proof Let us add a nominal constraint of v ≥ −1 to the definition of C, and denote
the new polytope as C¯ :=
{
c : Gc ≥
[
b
−1
]}
, where G =
[
A
0ᵀ 1
]
. It does not change the
solution to Eq. (4) because v appears in the objective only as v, and L(i,:)q ≥ 0. How-
ever, this additional constraint makes C¯ compact, allowing us to apply Theorem 3.17 of
(Andre´asson et al., 2005) and conclude that any c =
[
q
v
]
is an extreme point of C¯ if and
only if rank(Gc) = k + 1. But all optimal solutions must have v ≥ 0, hence the last row
of G cannot be in Gc. So it suffices to consider c with Gc = Ac, whence rank(Ac) = k+1.
Obviously Ac must include the third block of A for all c ∈ C in Eq. (5). The rank
condition also enforces that at least one row from the first block is selected.
For convenience, we will refer to ext C as the extreme point of C.2 By analyzing ext C
in the case of multiclass zero-one classification, we simplify the adversarial surrogate loss
(Eq. (4)) as stated in the following Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 The predictive function for the multiclass zero-one adversarial classification is
equivalently obtained from empirical risk minimization under the adversarial zero-one loss
function:
AL0-1(f , y) = max
S⊆[k], S 6=∅
∑
i∈S fi + |S| − 1
|S| − fy, (6)
where S is any non-empty subset of the k classes.
Proof The AL0-1 above corresponds to the set of “extreme points”3
D =
{[
q
v
]
=
1
|S|
[∑
i∈S ei
|S| − 1
] ∣∣∣∣ ∅ 6= S ⊆ [k]} ,
where ei ∈ Rk is the i-th canonical vector with a single 1 at the i-th coordinate and 0
elsewhere. That means q first picks a nonempty support S ⊆ [k], then places uniform
probability of 1|S| on these coordinates, and finally sets v to
|S|−1
|S| .
By Proposition 4, it now suffices to prove that D ⊆ C and D ⊇ ext C = {c ∈ C :
rank(Ac) = k + 1}, i.e., any c ∈ C whose equality system satisfies rank(Ac) = k + 1 must
be in D. D ⊆ C is trivial, so we focus on D ⊇ ext C.
Given c ∈ ext C, suppose the set of rows that Ac selected from the first and second
block of A are R and T , respectively. Both R and T are subsets of [k], indexed against A.
2. Indeed, it is the bona fide extreme point set of C under the standard definition which does not require
compactness (Section 18, Rockafellar, 1970). But the guarantee of attaining optimality at an extreme
point does require boundedness.
3. We add a quotation mark here because our proof will only show, as it suffices to show, that D contains
all the extreme points of C and D ⊆ C. We do not need to show that D is exactly the extreme point set
of C, although that fact is not hard to show either.
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We first observe that R and T must be disjoint because if i ∈ R ∩ T , then qi = 0 and v =
L(i,:)q =
∑
j 6=i qj = 1− qi = 1. But then for all j, L(j,:)q ≥ v implies 1 ≤
∑
l 6=j ql = 1− qj .
This is impossible as it means q = 0.
Now that R and T are disjoint, rank(Ac) = k + 1 implies that R = [k]\T . Since qi = 0
for all i ∈ T , solving |R| linear equalities with respect to |R| unknowns yields qj = 1/|R| for
all j ∈ R. Such a tuple of q and v is clearly in D. Obviously R cannot be empty because
then T = [k] and q = 0.
We denote the potential differences ψi,y = fi − fy, then Eq (6), can be equivalently
written as:
AL0-1(f , y) = max
S⊆[k], S 6=∅
∑
i∈S ψi,y + |S| − 1
|S| .
Thus, AL0-1 is the maximum value over 2k − 1 linear hyperplanes. For binary prediction
tasks, there are three linear hyperplanes: ψ1,y, ψ2,y and
ψ1,y+ψ2,y+1
2 . Figure 3 shows the
loss function in potential difference space ψ when the true label is y = 1. Note that AL0-1
combines two hinge functions at ψ2,y = −1 and ψ2,y = 1, rather than SVM’s single hinge
at ψ2,y = −1. This difference from the hinge loss corresponds to the loss that is realized by
randomizing label predictions of Pˆ (Yˆ |x) in Eq. (3).
-2 -1 0 1 20
1
2
3
lo
ss
zero-one
hinge loss
Figure 3: AL0-1 evaluated over the space of potential differences (ψi,y = fi−fy; and ψi,i = 0)
for binary prediction tasks when the true label is y = 1.
For three classes, the loss function has seven facets as shown in Figure 4a. Figures 4a,
4b, and 4c show the similarities and differences between AL0-1 and the multiclass SVM
surrogate losses based on class potential differences. Note that AL0-1 is a relative margin
loss function that utilizes the pairwise potential difference ψi,y. This avoids the surrogate
loss construction pitfall pointed out by Dog˘an et al. (2016) that states that surrogate losses
based on the absolute margin (rather than relative margin) may suffer from low performance
for datasets with low dimenional feature spaces.
Even though AL0-1 is the maximization over 2k − 1 possible values, it can be efficiently
computed as follows. First we need to sort the potential for all labels {fi : i ∈ [k]} in
non-increasing order. The set S∗ that maximize AL0-1 must include the first j labels in the
14
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-2 -1 0 1 2-2
-1
0
1
2
(a)
-2 -1 0 1 2-2
-1
0
1
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SVM WW
(b)
-2 -1 0 1 2-2
-1
0
1
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(c)
Figure 4: Loss function contour plots over the space of potential differences for the predic-
tion task with three classes when the true label is y = 1 under AL0-1 (a), the WW
loss (b), and the CS loss (c). (Note that ψi in the plots refers to ψi,y = fi − fy;
and ψi,i = 0.)
sorted order, for some value of j. Therefore, to compute AL0-1, we can incrementally add
the label in the sorted order to the set S∗ until adding an additinal label would decrease
the value of the loss.4 This results in an algorithm with a runtime complexity of O(k log k),
which is much faster than enumerating all possible values in the maximization.
3.2 Ordinal Classification with Absolute Loss
In multiclass ordinal classification (also known as ordinal regression), the discrete class
labels being predicted have an inherent order (e.g., poor, fair, good, very good, and excellent
labels). The absolute error, loss(yˆ, y) = |yˆ− y| between label prediction (yˆ ∈ Y) and actual
label (y ∈ Y) is a canonical ordinal regression loss metric. The adversarial surrogate loss
for ordinal classification using the absolute loss metric is defined in Eq. (4), where L is the
absolute loss matrix (e.g., Figure 1b for a five class ordinal classification). The constraints
in Eq. (4) form a convex polytope C. Below is an example of the half-space representation
of C for a four-class ordinal classification problem.
1st block
2nd block
3rd block

0 1 2 3 −1
1 0 1 2 −1
2 1 0 1 −1
3 2 1 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 0


q1
q2
q3
q4
v
 ≥

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1

.
4. We refer the reader to the Appendix C of (Fathony et al., 2016) for the optimality proof of this algorithm.
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By analyzing the extreme points of C, we define the adversarial surrogate loss for ordinal
classification with absolute loss ALord as stated in Theorem 6.
Theorem 6 An adversarial ordinal classification predictor with absolute loss is obtained by
choosing a predictive function that minimize the empirical risk of the surrogate loss function:
ALord(f , y) = max
i,j∈[k]
fi + fj + j − i
2
− fy.
Proof The ALord above corresponds to the set of “extreme points”
D =
{[
q
v
]
=
1
2
[
ei + ej
j − i
] ∣∣∣∣ i, j ∈ [k]} .
This means q can only have one or two non-zero elements (note that i and j can be
equal) with uniform probability of 12 and the value of v is
j−i
2 .
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5, we next prove that D ⊇ ext C = {c ∈ C : rank(Ac) =
k+ 1}. Given c ∈ ext C, suppose the set of rows that Ac selected from the first and second
block of A are S and T , respectively. Both S and T are subsets of [k], indexed against A.
Denote smax = max(S) and smin = min(S). We consider two cases:
1. S ∩ T = ∅: the indices selected from the first and second blocks are disjoint.
It is easy to check that c must be
[
q
v
]
:= 12
[
esmax + esmin
smax − smin
]
. Obviously it satisfies
(being equal) the rows in Ac extracted from the first and third blocks of A, because
|l− smax|+ |l− smin| = smax − smin for all l ∈ S. Since S ∩ T = ∅, c must also satisfy
those rows from the second block. Finally notice that only one vector in Rk+1 can
meet all the equalities encoded by Ac because rank(Ac) = k + 1. Obviously c ∈ D.
2. S ∩ T 6= ∅: the indices from the first block overlap with those from the second block.
Including in Ac the i-th row of the second block means setting qi to 0. Denote the set
of remaining indices as R = [k]\T , and let rmax = max(R) and rmin = min(R). Now
consider two sub-cases:
a) rmin ≤ smin and rmax ≥ smax.
One may check that c must be
[
q
v
]
:= 12
[
ermax + ermin
rmax − rmin
]
. Obviously it satisfies
(being equal) the rows in Ac extracted from the first and third blocks of A,
because for all l ∈ S, l ≥ smin ≥ rmin and l ≤ smax ≤ rmax, implying |l− rmax|+
|l − rmin| = rmax − rmin. Since by definition rmax and rmin are not among the
rows selected from the second block, the equalities from the second block must
also be satisfied. As in case 1, only one vector in Rk+1 can meet all the equalities
encoded by Ac because rank(Ac) = k + 1. Obviously c ∈ D.
b) rmin > smin or rmax < smax.
We first show rmin > smin is impossible. By definition of R, ql = 0 for all l < rmin.
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For all l ≥ rmin (> smin), it follows that L(smin,l) = l− smin > l− rmin = L(rmin,l).
Noting that at least one ql must be positive for l ≥ rmin (because of the sum-
to-one constraint), we conclude that L(smin,:)q > L(rmin,:)q. But this contradicts
with L(smin,:)q = v ≤ L(rmin,:)q, where the equality is because smin ∈ S.
Similarly, rmax < smax is also impossible.
Therefore, in all possible cases, we have shown that any c in ext C must be in D. Fur-
ther noticing the obvious fact that D ⊆ C, we conclude our proof.
We note that the ALord surrogate is the maximization over pairs of different potential
functions associated with each class (including pairs of identical class labels) added to the
distance between the pair. To compute the loss more efficiently, we make use of the fact
that maximization over each element of the pair can be independently realized:
max
i,j∈[k]
fi + fj + j − i
2
− fy = 12 maxi (fi − i) +
1
2 maxj
(fj + j)− fy. (7)
We derive two different versions of ALord based on different feature representations used for
constraining the adversary’s probability distribution.
3.2.1 Feature Representations
We consider two feature representations corresponding to different training data summaries:
φth(x, y) =

yx
I(y ≤ 1)
I(y ≤ 2)
...
I(y ≤ k − 1)
 ; and φmc(x, y) =

I(y = 1)x
I(y = 2)x
I(y = 3)x
...
I(y = k)x
 .
The first, which we call the thresholded regression representation, has sizem+k−1,
where m is the dimension of our input space. It induces a single shared vector of feature
weights and a set of thresholds. If we denote the weight vector associated with the yx term
as w and the terms associated with the cumulative sum of class indicator functions as η1,
η2, . . ., ηk−1, then thresholds for switching between class i and i+ 1 (ignoring other classes)
occur when w · x = ηj .
The second feature representation, φmc, which we call the multiclass representation,
has size mk and can be equivalently interpreted as inducing a set of class-specific feature
weights, fi = wi · x. This feature representation is useful when ordered labels cannot be
thresholded according to any single direction in the input space, as shown in the example
dataset of Figure 5.
3.2.2 Thresholded regression surrogate loss
In the thresholded regression feature representation, the parameter contains a single shared
vector of feature weights w and k − 1 terms ηk associated with thresholds. Following Eq.
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Figure 5: Example where multiple weight vectors are useful.
(7), the adversarial ordinal regression surrogate loss for this feature representation can be
written as:
ALord-th(x, y) = max
i
i(w · x− 1) +∑l≥i ηl
2
+ max
j
j(w · x + 1) +∑l≥j ηl
2
− yw · x−
∑
l≥y
ηl.
This loss has a straight-forward interpretation in terms of the thresholded regression
perspective, as shown in Figure 6: it is based on averaging the thresholded label predictions
for potentials w · x − 1 and w · x + 1. This penalization of the pair of thresholds differs
from the thresholded surrogate losses of related work, which either penalize all violated
thresholds or penalize only the thresholds adjacent to the actual class label.
Figure 6: Surrogate loss calculation for datapoint x (projected to w · x) with a label pre-
diction of 4 for predictive purposes, the surrogate loss is instead obtained using
potentials for the classes based on w · x − 1 (label 2) and w · x + 1 (label 5)
averaged together.
Using a binary search procedure over η1, . . . , ηk−1, the largest lower bounding threshold
for each of these potentials can be obtained in O(log k) time.
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3.2.3 Multiclass ordinal surrogate loss
In the multiclass feature representation, we have a set of feature weights wi for each label
and the adversarial multiclass ordinal surrogate loss can be written as:
ALord-mc(x, y) = max
i,j∈[k]
wi · x + wj · x + j − i
2
−wy · x.
We can also view this as the maximization over k(k + 1)/2 linear hyperplanes. For an
ordinal regression problem with three classes, the loss has six facets with different shapes
for each true label value, as shown in Figure 7. In contrast with ALord-th, the class potentials
for ALord-mc may differ from one another in more-or-less arbitrary ways. Thus, searching
for the maximal i and j class labels requires O(k) time.
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
(a)
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3-3
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
(c)
Figure 7: Loss function contour plots of ALord over the space of potential differences ψj ,
fj − fy for the prediction task with three classes when the true label is y = 1 (a),
y = 2 (b), and y = 3 (c).
3.3 Ordinal Classification with Squared Loss
In some prediction tasks, the squared loss is the preferred metric for ordinal classifica-
tion to enforce larger penalty as the difference between the predicted and true label in-
creases (Baccianella et al., 2009; Pedregosa et al., 2017). The loss is calculated using the
squared difference between label prediction (yˆ ∈ Y) and ground truth label (y ∈ Y), that
is: loss(yˆ, y) = (yˆ − y)2. The adversarial surrogate loss for ordinal classification using the
squared loss metric is defined in Eq. (4), where L is the squared loss matrix (e.g. Figure
1c for a five classes ordinal classification). The constraints in Eq. (4) form a convex poly-
tope C. Below is an example of the half-space representation of C for a four-class ordinal
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classification problem with squared loss metric.
1st block
2nd block
3rd block

0 1 4 9 −1
1 0 1 4 −1
4 1 0 1 −1
9 4 1 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 0


q1
q2
q3
q4
v
 ≥

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1

.
We define the adversarial surrogate loss for ordinal classification with squared loss ALsq
as stated in Theorem 7.
Theorem 7 An adversarial ordinal classification predictor with squared loss is obtained by
choosing a predictive function that minimize the empirical risk of the surrogate loss function:
ALsq(f , y) = max
{
max
i,j,l∈[k]
i<l≤j
(2(j−l)+1)[fi+(l−i)2]+(2(l−i)−1)[fj+(j−l)2]
2(j−i) , maxi
fi
}
− fy.
Proof The ALsq above corresponds to the set of extreme points
D =
{[
q
v
]
= 2(j−l)+12(j−i)
[
ei
(l − i)2
]
+ 2(l−i)−12(j−i)
[
ej
(j − l)2
] ∣∣∣∣ i, j, l ∈ [k]i < l ≤ j
}
∪
{[
q
v
]
=
[
ei
0
]∣∣∣∣ i ∈ [k]} .
This means q can either have one non-zero element with a probability of one or two non-zero
elements with the probability specified above.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5, we next prove that D ⊇ ext C = {c ∈ C : rank(Ac) =
k+1}, as D ⊆ C is again obvious. Given c ∈ ext C, suppose the set of rows that Ac selected
from the first and second block of A are S and T , respectively. Both S and T are subsets
of [k], indexed against A. We also denote the set of remaining indices as R = [k]\T .
In the case of the squared loss metric, we observe that every row in the first block of A
can be written as a linear combination of two other rows in the first block and the sum-to-
one row from the third block. This follows the corresponding relation in continuous squared
functions:
(x−a)2 = x2−2ax−a2 = α(x2−2bx+b2)+β(x2−2cx+c2)+γ = α(x−b)2 +β(x−c)2 +γ,
for some value of α, β, and γ. Therefore, S can only include one or two elements. This
means that R must also contain one or two elements. We consider these two cases:
1. S contains a single element {i}.
In this case, R must also be {i}. If R = {j} where j 6= i, the equation subsystem
requires v = L(i,:)q = (i − j)2 ≥ 1, since by definition of R, qj = 1 and ql = 0 for all
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l ∈ [k]\j. However, this contradicts with the requirement of the j-th row of A that
v ≤ L(j,:)q = 0. Finally, it is easy to check that the vector in Rk+1 that meet all the
equalities encoded in this Ac is c =
[
ei
0
]
. Obviously c ∈ D.
2. S contains two elements.
The rank condition requires that R must also contains two elements {i, j}. Consider
these following sub-cases:
a) S = {l − 1, l}, where i < l ≤ j.
Let c =
[
q
v
]
be the solution of the equalities encoded in this Ac. By definition
of R, ql = 0 for all q ∈ [k]\{i, j}. The value of qi and qj can be calculated by
solving L(l−1,:)q = L(l,:)q or equivalently L(l−1,i)qi+L(l−1,j)qj = L(l,i)qi+L(l,j)qj ,
with the constraint that qi + qj = 1 and the non-negativity constraints. Solving
for this equation resulting in the following qi, qj , and v:
qi =
L(l−1,j) − L(l,j)
L(l,i) − L(l−1,i) + L(l−1,j) − L(l,j)
=
(j − l + 1)2 − (j − l)2
(l − i)2 − (l − 1− i)2 + (j − l + 1)2 − (j − l)2 =
2(j − l) + 1
2 (j − i) ,
qj =
L(l,i) − L(l−1,i)
L(l,i) − L(l−1,i) + L(l−1,j) − L(l,j)
=
(l − i)2 − (l − 1− i)2
(l − i)2 − (l − 1− i)2 + (j − l + 1)2 − (j − l)2 =
2(l − i)− 1
2 (j − i) ,
v =
(
L(l−1,j) − L(l,j)
)
L(l,i) +
(
L(l,i) − L(l−1,i)
)
L(l,j)
L(l,i) − L(l−1,i) + L(l−1,j) − L(l,j)
=
(2(j − l) + 1) (l − i)2 + (2(l − i)− 1) (j − l)2
2 (j − i) .
It is obvious that c ∈ D.
b) S = {m, l}, where i ≤ m < l ≤ j and m 6= l − 1.
We want to show that this case is impossible. Solving for the m-th and the l-th
equality, v = L(m,i)qi+ L(m,j)qj = L(l,i)qi+ L(l,j)qj resulting in qi =
1
z [(j−m)2−
(j − l)2], qj = 1z [(l − i)2 − (m− i)2], and
v = 1z
{
(l − i)2[(j −m)2 − (j − l)2] + (j − l)2[(l − i)2 − (m− i)2]} ,
where z = [(j −m)2 − (j − l)2] + [(l − i)2 − (m− i)2].
Let o be an index such that m < o < l. This row must exist since m 6= l− 1 and
m < l. Applying the solution above to the o-th row, we define:
w , L(o,:)q = 1z
{
(o− i)2[(j −m)2 − (j − l)2] + (j − o)2[(l − i)2 − (m− i)2]} .
Then,
v − w =1z
{
[(l − i)2 − (o− i)2][(j −m)2 − (j − l)2]
− [(j − o)2 − (j − l)2][(l − i)2 − (m− i)2]}.
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This means that v − w > 0, since for all i ≤ m < o < l ≤ j, i, j, l,m, o ∈ [k],
(l − i)2 − (o− i)2
(l − i)2 − (m− i)2 >
(j − o)2 − (j − l)2
(j −m)2 − (j − l)2 .
Thus, it contradicts with the requirement that v ≤ L(o,:).
c) S = {m, l}, where m < i or l > j.
We first show that m < i is impossible. Note that for m < i, the loss value
L(m,i) = (i−m)2 > L(i,i) = 0 and L(m,j) = (j −m)2 > L(i,j) = (j − i)2. Noting
that at least one of qi or qj must be positive due to sum-to-one constraint, we
conclude that L(m,:)q > L(i,:)q. But this contradicts with L(m,:)q = v ≤ L(i,:)q
since the m ∈ S. Similarly, l > j is also impossible.
Therefore, in all possible cases, we have shown that any c in ext C must be in D, which
concludes our proof.
Note that ALsq contains two separate maximizations corresponding to the case where
there are two non-zero elements of q and the case where only a single non-zero element of
q is possible. Unlike the surrogate for absolute loss, the maximization in ALsq cannot be
realized independently. A O(k3) algorithm is needed to compute the maximization for the
case that two non-zero elements of q are allowed, and a O(k) algorithm is needed to find
the maximum potential in the case of a single non-zero element of q. Therefore, the total
runtime of the algorithm for computing ALsq is O(k3). The loss surface of ALsq for the
three classes classification is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Loss function contour plots of ALsq over the space of potential differences ψj ,
fj − fy for the prediction task with three classes when the true label is y = 1 (a),
y = 2 (b), and y = 3 (c).
3.4 Weighted Multiclass Loss
In more general prediction tasks, the penalty metric for each sample may be different. For
example, the predictor may need to prioritize samples with a particular characteristic. In
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this subsection, we study the adversarial surrogate loss for weighted multiclass loss, and in
particular, the setting with a standard loss metrics weighted by parameter α (for example,
the weighted absolute loss: loss(yˆ, y) = α|yˆ−y|). We next analyze in Theorem 8 the extreme
points of the polytope formed by the the constraints in Eq. (4) when L is the weighted
multiclass loss metric.
Theorem 8 Let q∗, and v∗ be the solution of the adversarial maximin (Eq. (4)) with L as
the loss matrix, then if the loss matrix is αL, the solution of (Eq. (4)) is q = q∗, v = αv∗.
Proof Multiplying both sides of the constraints L(i,:)q ≥ v in Eq. (4) and employing
αL(i,:)q ≥ αv, we arrive at an equivalent LP problem with the same solution. Therefore, if
we replace the original loss metric with αL, then the solution for q remain the same, and
the optimum slack variable value is αv∗.
Using Theorem 8, we can derive the adversarial surrogate loss for weighted multiclass
zero-one loss, absolute loss, and squared loss metrics as stated below.
Corollary 9 An adversarial multiclass predictor with weighted zero-one loss is obtained
by choosing a predictive function that minimizes the empirical risk of the surrogate loss
function:
AL0-1-w(f , y, α) = max
S⊆[k], S 6=∅
∑
i∈S fi + α (|S| − 1)
|S| − fy.
Corollary 10 An adversarial ordinal classification predictor with weighted absolute loss is
obtained by choosing a predictive function that minimizes the empirical risk of the surrogate
loss function:
ALord-w(f , y, α) = max
i,j∈[k]
fi + fj + α (j − i)
2
− fy.
Corollary 11 An adversarial ordinal classification predictor with weighted squared loss is
obtained by choosing a predictive function that minimizes the empirical risk of the surrogate
loss function:
ALsq-w(f , y, α) = max
{
max
i,j,l∈[k]
i<l≤j
(2(j−l)+1)[fi+α(l−i)2]+(2(l−i)−1)[fj+α(j−l)2]
2(j−i) , maxi
fi
}
− fy.
The computational cost of calculating the adversarial surrogates for weighted multiclass
loss metric above is the same as that for the non-weighted counterpart of the loss, i.e.,
O(k log k) for AL0-1-w, O(k) for ALord-w, and O(k3) for ALsq-w. The weight constant α does
not change the runtime complexity.
3.5 Classification with Abstention
In some prediction tasks, it might be better for the predictor to abstain without making any
prediction rather than making a prediction with high uncertainty for borderline samples.
Under this setting, the standard zero-one loss is used for the evaluation metric with the
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addition that the predictor can choose an abstain option and suffer a penalty of α. The
adversarial surrogate loss for classification with abstention is defined in Eq. (4), where L
is the abstain loss matrix (e.g. Figure 1d for a five-class classification with α = 12). The
constraints in Eq. (4) form a convex polytope C. Below is the example of the half-space
representation of the polytope for a four-class classification problem with abstention.
1st block
2nd block
3rd block

0 1 1 1 −1
1 0 1 1 −1
1 1 0 1 −1
1 1 1 0 −1
α α α α −1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 0


q1
q2
q3
q4
v
 ≥

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
−1

.
Note that the first block of the coefficient matrix A has k + 1 rows (one additional row for
the abstain option).
We design a convex surrogate loss that can be generalized to the case where 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 .
We define the adversarial surrogate loss for classification with abstention ALabstain as stated
in Theorem 12 below.
Theorem 12 An adversarial predictor for classification with abstention with the penalty
for abstain option is α where 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 , is obtained by choosing a predictive function that
minimizes the empirical risk of the surrogate loss function:
ALabstain(f , y, α) = max
{
max
i,j∈[k],i 6=j
(1− α) fi + αfj + α, max
i
fi
}
− fy.
Proof The ALabstain above corresponds to the set of extreme points
D =
{[
q
v
]
= (1− α)
[
ei
0
]
+ α
[
ej
1
] ∣∣∣∣ i, j ∈ [k]i 6= j
}
∪
{[
q
v
]
=
[
ei
0
]∣∣∣∣ i ∈ [k]} .
This means q can only have one non-zero element with probability of one or two non-zero
elements with the probability of α and (1− α).
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5, we next prove that D ⊇ ext C = {c ∈ C : rank(Ac) =
k+1}, as D ⊆ C is again obvious. Given c ∈ ext C, suppose the set of rows that Ac selected
from the first and second block of A are S and T , respectively. Now S is a subset of [k+ 1]
where the (k+ 1)-th index represents the abstain option, while T is a subset of [k], indexed
against A. Similar to the case of zero-one loss metric, S and T must be disjoint. We also
denote the set of remaining indices as R = [k]\T .
The abstain row in the first block of A implies that v ≤ α, while including j regular
rows to S implies that v = j−1j . Therefore, only a single regular row can be in S when
α < 12 or at most two regular rows can be in S when α =
1
2 .
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We first consider α < 12 . Let S = {i, k + 1}, i.e., one regular row and one abstain
row. Due to rank requirement of Ac and the disjointness of S and T , R must contain two
elements with one of them be i, i.e. R = {i, j}. To get the value of qi and qj , we solve for
the equation L(i,:)q = L(k+1,:)q which can be simplified as qj = αqi + αqj . The solution
is to set qi = (1 − α), qj = α, and v = α, which obviously in D. For the second case, let
S = {i}, i.e., one regular row. In this case R must be {i} too. This yields c with qi = 1,
qj = 0,∀j ∈ [k]\i, and v = 0. Obviously c ∈ D.
For the case where α = 12 , two cases above still apply with two additional cases. First,
S = {i, j}, i.e., two regular rows. In this case, R must be {i, j} too. The solution is
to set qi = qj =
1
2 , and v =
1
2 . This satisfies v = L(i,:)q = L(j,:)q =
1
2 as well as
v ≤ L(k+1,:)q = α = 12 . Obviously, this is in D. Second, S = {i, j, k + 1}, i.e., two regular
rows and one abstain row. Due to the rank requirement of Ac, and the disjointness of S
and T , R must contain three elements:, i, j, and another index l ∈ [k]\{i, j}. It is easy to
check that the solution in this case is also to set qi = qj =
1
2 , and v =
1
2 . This satisfies
v = L(i,:)q = L(j,:)q =
1
2 as well as v = L(k+1,:)q = α =
1
2 .
Therefore, in all possible cases, we have shown that any c in ext C must be in D.
We can view the maximization in ALabstain as the maximization over k2 linear hyper-
planes, with k hyperplanes are defined by the case where only a single element of q can be
non zero and the rest k(k− 1) hyperplanes are defined by the case where two elements of q
are non zero. For the binary classification with abstention problem, the surrogate loss func-
tion has four facets. Figure 9 shows the loss function in the case where α = 13 and α =
1
2 .
Note that for α = 12 the facet corresponds with the hyperplane of (1−α)f1 +αf2 +α collide
with the facet corresponds with the hyperplane of (1 − α)f2 + αf1 + α, resulting in a loss
function with only three facets. For the three-class classification with abstention problem,
the surrogate loss has nine facets with different shapes for each true label value, as shown
in Figure 10 for α = 13 and α =
1
2 . Similar to the binary classification case, for α =
1
2 , some
facets in the surrogate loss surface collide resulting in a surrogate loss function with only
six facets.
Even though the maximization in ALabstain is over n2 different items, we construct a
faster algorithm to compute the loss. The algorithm keeps track of the two largest potentials
as it scans all k potentials. Denote i∗ and j∗ as the index of the best and the second best
potentials respectively. The algorithm then takes the maximum of two candidate solutions:
(1) assigning all the probability to fi∗, resulting in the loss value of fi∗, or (2) assigning 1−α
probability to fi∗ and α probability to fj∗, resulting in the loss value of (1−α)fi∗+αfj∗+α.
The runtime of this algorithm is O(k) due to the need to scan all k potentials once.
3.6 General Multiclass Loss
For a general multiclass loss matrix L, the extreme points of the polytope defined by the
constraints in Eq. (4) may not be easily characterized. Nevertheless, since the maximization
in Eq. (4) is in the form of a linear program (LP), some well-known algorithms for linear
programming can be used to solve the problem. The techniques for solving LPs have been
extensively studied, resulting in two major algorithms:
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Figure 9: ALabstain evaluated over the space of potential differences (ψi,y = fi − fy; and
ψi,i = 0) for binary prediction tasks when the true label is y = 1, where α =
1
3
(a), and α = 12 (b).
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Figure 10: Loss function contour plots of ALabstain over the space of potential differences
ψj , fj − fy for the prediction task with three classes when the true label is
y = 1, where α = 13 (a), and α =
1
2 (b).
1. Simplex algorithm.
The simplex algorithm (Dantzig, 1948, 1963) cleverly visits the extreme points in the
convex polytope until it reaches the one that maximizes the objective. This is the most
popular algorithm for solving LP problems. However, although the algorithm typically
works well in practice, the worst case complexity of the algorithm is exponential in
the problem size.
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2. Interior point algorithm.
Karmarkar (1984) proposed an interior point algorithm for solving LPs with poly-
nomial worst case runtime complexity. The algorithm finds the optimal solution by
traversing the interior of the feasible region. The runtime complexity of Karmarkar’s
algorithm for solving the LP is O(n3.5) where n is the number of variables in the LP
problem. In Eq. (4), n = k + 1.
Therefore, using Karmarkar’s algorithm we can bound the worst-case runtime complex-
ity of computing the adversarial surrogate for arbitrary loss matrix L with O(k3.5) where k
is the number of classes.
4. Prediction Formulation
The dual formulation of the adversarial prediction (Eq. (2)) provides a way to construct a
learning algorithm for the framework. The learning step in the adversarial prediction is to
find the optimal Lagrange dual variable θ∗ = minθ EX,Y∼P˜ [AL(X, Y, θ)]. In the prediction
step, we use the optimal θ∗ to make a label prediction given newly observed data.
4.1 Probabilistic Prediction
Given a new data point x and its label y, and the optimal θ∗, we formulate the prediction
minimax game based on Eq. (2) by flipping the optimization order between the predictor
and the adversary player:
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |x)
max
Pˇ (Yˇ |x)
EYˆ |x∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |x∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + θ∗ᵀ
(
φ(x, Yˇ )− φ(x, y))] .
This flipping is enabled by the strong minimax duality theorem (Von Neumann and Mor-
genstern, 1945). Denoting fi = θ
∗ᵀφ(x, i), the prediction formulation can be written in our
vector and matrix notation as:
min
p∈∆
max
q∈∆
pᵀLq + fᵀq− fy. (8)
Even though the ground truth label y serves an important role in the learning step (Eq.
(2)), it is constant with respect to the predictor probability p. Therefore, to get the optimal
prediction probability p∗, the term fy in Eq. (8) can be removed, resulting in the following
probabilistic prediction formulation:
p∗ = argmin
p∈∆
max
q∈∆
pᵀLq + fᵀq. (9)
4.2 Non-probabilistic Prediction
In some prediction tasks, a learning algorithm needs to provide a single class label prediction
rather than a probabilistic prediction. We propose two prediction schemes to get a non-
probabilistic single label prediction y∗ from our formulation.
1. The maximizer of the potential f .
This follows the standard prediction technique used by many ERM-based models, e.g.,
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SVM. Given the best parameter θ∗, the predicted label is computed by choosing the
label that maximizes the potential value, i.e.,
y∗ = argmax
i
fi, where: fi = θ
∗ᵀφ(x, i).
Note that this prediction scheme works for the prediction settings where the predictor
employs the same set of class labels as the ground truth, i.e., y∗ ∈ Y and y ∈ Y where
Y = [k]. If they are different such as in the classification task with abstention, this
prediction scheme cannot be used. The runtime complexity of this prediction scheme
is O(k) for k classes.
2. The maximizer of the predictor’s optimal probability p∗.
This prediction scheme requires the predictor to first produce a probabilistic prediction
by using Eq. (9). Then the algorithm chooses the label that maximizes the conditional
probability, i.e.,
y∗ = argmax
i
p∗i , where: p
∗ = argmin
p∈∆
max
q∈∆
pᵀLq + fᵀq.
This prediction scheme can be applied to more general problems, including the case
where the predictor and ground truth class labels are chosen from different sets of
labels. This is useful for the classification task with abstention. However, for a
general loss matrix L, this prediction scheme is more computation intensive than the
potential-based prediction, i.e., O(k3.5) due to the need of solving the minimax game
by linear programming (Karmarkar’s algorithm).
4.3 Prediction Algorithm for Classification with Abstention
In the task of classification with abstention, the standard prediction scheme using the
potential maximizer argmaxi fi cannot be applied due to the additional abstain option of
the predictor. In this subsection, we construct a fast prediction scheme that is based on
the predictor’s optimal probability in the minimax game (Eq. (9)) without the need to use
general purpose LP solver. The minimax game in Eq. (9) can be equivalently written in
the standard LP form as:
min
p,v
v (10)
s.t.: v ≥ L(:,i)ᵀp + fi, ∀i ∈ [k]
p ∈ Rk+1+ ,
pᵀ1 = 1,
where v is a slack variable to convert the inner maximization into linear constraints, and
L(:,i) denotes the i-th column of the loss matrix L. We aim to analyze the optimal p and v
for the case where L is the loss matrix for classification with abstention, e.g.,
L =

0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
α α α α

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in a four-class classification, where α is the penalty for abstaining (c.f. Section 3.5). Similar
to the case of the adversarial surrogate loss for classification with abstention, our analysis
can be generalized to the case where 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 .
Theorem 13 Let α be the penalty for abstaining where 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 , θ∗ be the learned
parameter, and f be the potential vector for all classes where fi = θ
∗ᵀφ(x, i). Given a new
data point x, let i∗ = argmaxi fi (break tie arbitrarily), j∗ = argmaxj 6=i∗ fj, and ei∗ ∈ Rk
be the i∗-th cannonical vector. Then the predictor’s optimal probability p∗ of Eq. (10) for
the task of classification with abstention can be directly computed as:
p∗ =
[
ei∗
0
]
if fi∗ − fj∗ ≥ 1 and p∗ =
[
(fi∗ − fj∗)ei∗
1− fi∗ + fj∗
]
if fi∗ − fj∗ < 1.
Proof Based on Theorem 12, the optimal objective value of (10) is exactly ALabstain(f , y, α)+
fy, which is fi∗ when fi∗ − fj∗ ≥ 1, and α + (1 − α)fi∗ + αfj∗ otherwise. So we only
need to verify that the p∗ given in the theorem attains these two values, or equivalently,
maxi
{
L(:,i)
ᵀp∗ + fi
}
attains these two values.
1. Case 1: fi∗−fj∗ ≥ 1. Now p∗ =
[
ei∗
0
]
renders L(:,i∗)
ᵀp∗+fi∗ = fi∗ , and L(:,k)ᵀp∗+fk =
1 + fk ≤ fi∗ for all k 6= i∗. So the objective of (10) matches ALabstain + fy.
2. Case 2: fi∗−fj∗ < 1. Now p∗ =
[
(fi∗ − fj∗)ei∗
1− fi∗ + fj∗
]
∈ Rk+1+ and 1ᵀp∗ = 1. Furthermore,
L(:,i∗)
ᵀp∗ + fi∗ = α(1− fi∗ + fj∗) + fi∗ ,
L(:,k)
ᵀp∗ + fk = fi∗ − fj∗ + α(1− fi∗ + fj∗) + fk ≤ α(1− fi∗ + fj∗) + fi∗ (k 6= i∗).
Therefore maxi
{
L(:,i)
ᵀp∗ + fi
}
= α(1−fi∗ +fj∗) +fi∗ , which matches ALabstain +fy.
From the theorem above, we derive a non-probabilistic prediction scheme based on the
maximizer of the predictor’s probability as follows.
Corollary 14 For 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 , a non-probabilistic prediction of the adversarial prediction
method for the classification with abstention task can be computed as:
y∗ =
{
i∗ fi∗ − fj∗ ≥ 12
abstain otherwise
where i∗ and j∗ are the indices of the largest and the second largest potentials respectively.
The runtime complexity of this prediction scheme is O(k) since the algorithm needs
to scan all k potentials and maintain the two largest potentials. This is much faster than
solving the minimax game in Eq. (9), which costs O(k3.5).
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5. Theoretical Guarantees
In this section, we study the theoretical properties of the adversarial prediction framework.
We first analyze the property of our method in ideal learning settings, followed by the
generalization guarantee of our method.
5.1 Fisher Consistency
The behavior of a prediction method in ideal learning settings—i.e., trained on the true
evaluation distribution and given an arbitrarily rich feature representation, or, equivalently,
considering the space of all measurable functions—provides a useful theoretical validation.
Fisher consistency requires that the prediction model yields the Bayes optimal decision
boundary in this setting (Tewari and Bartlett, 2007; Liu, 2007; Ramaswamy and Agarwal,
2012; Pedregosa et al., 2017). Suppose the potential scoring function f(x, y) is optimized
over the space of all measurable functions. Given the true distribution P (X, Y ), a surrogate
loss function δ is said to be Fisher consistent with respect to the loss ` if the minimizer f∗
of the surrogate loss reaches the Bayes optimal risk, i.e.:
f∗ ∈ argmin
f
EY |x∼P [δf (x, Y )] ⇒ EY |x∼P [`f∗(x, Y )] = min
f
EY |x∼P [`f (x, Y )] . (11)
Here δf (x, y) stands for the surrogate loss function value if the true label is y and we make
a prediction on x using the potential function f(x, y). The loss `f has a similar meaning.
5.1.1 Fisher Consistency for Potential-Based Prediction
We consider Fisher consistency for standard multiclass classification where the prediction
is done by taking the argmax of the potentials, i.e., argmaxy f(x, y). This usually applies
to the setting where the predictor and ground truth class labels are chosen from the same
set of labels, i.e., y∗ ∈ Y, and y ∈ Y , [k]. Given that prediction is based on the argmax of
the potentials, the right-hand side of Eq. (11) is equivalent to:
EY |x∼P
[
`(argmax
y′
f∗(x, y′), Y )
]
= min
f
EY |x∼P
[
`(argmax
y′
f(x, y′), Y )
]
.
Since f is optimized over all measurable functions, the condition in Eq. (11) can be further
simplified as
f∗ ∈ argmin
f
EY |x∼P [δf (x, Y )]
⇒ argmax
y′
f∗(x, y′) ⊆ argmin
y′
EY |x∼P
[
`(y′, Y )
]
, ∀x ∈ X .
Using the potential scoring function notation f(x, y), the adversarial surrogate loss in
Eq. (3) can be equivalently written as:
ALf (x, y) = max
Pˇ (Yˇ |x)
min
Pˆ (Yˆ |x)
EYˆ |x∼Pˆ ;Yˇ |x∼Pˇ
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ ) + f(x, Yˇ )− f(x, y)
]
.
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Then, the Fisher consistency condition for the adversarial surrogate loss ALf becomes:
f∗ ∈ F∗ , argmin
f
EY |x∼P [ALf (x, Y )] (12)
⇒ argmax
y
f∗(x, y) ⊆ Y , argmin
y′
EY |x∼P [loss(y′, Y )].
In the sequel, we will show that the condition in Eq. (12) holds for our adversarial surrogate
AL for any loss metrics satisfying a natural requirement that the correct prediction must
suffer a loss that is strictly less than incorrect predictions. We start in Theorem 15 by
establishing Fisher consistency when the Bayes optimal label under the true distribution is
unique (i.e., Y is a singleton), and then proceed to more general cases in Theorem 16.
Theorem 15 In the standard multiclass classification setting, suppose we have a loss metric
that satisfies the natural requirement: loss(y, y) < loss(y, y′) for all y′ 6= y. Then the
adversarial surrogate loss ALf is Fisher consistent if f is optimized over all measurable
functions and Y is a singleton.
Proof Let p be the probability mass given by the predictor player Pˆ (Yˆ |x), q be the
probability mass given by the adversary player Pˇ (Yˇ |x), and d be the probability mass of
the true distribution P (Y |x). So, all p, q, and d lie in the k dimensional probability simplex
∆, where k is the number of classes. Let L be a k-by-k loss matrix whose (y, y′)-th entry is
loss(y, y′). Let f ∈ Rk be the vector encoding of the value of f at all classes. The definition
of f∗ in Eq. (12) now becomes:
f∗ ∈ argmin
f
max
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
{fᵀq + pᵀLq− dᵀf} = argmin
f
max
q∈∆
{
fᵀq + min
y
(Lq)y − dᵀf
}
. (13)
Since Y , argminy EY |x∼P [loss(y, Y )] (or equivalently argminy(Ld)y) contains only a
singleton, we denote it as y. We are to show that argmaxy f∗(x, y) is a singleton, and its
only element is exactly y. Since f∗ is an optimal solution, the objective function must have
a zero subgradient at f∗. That means 0 = q∗ − d, where q∗ is an optimal solution in Eq.
(13) under f∗. As a result:
d ∈ argmax
q∈∆
{
qᵀf∗ + min
y
(Lq)y
}
. (14)
By the first order optimality condition of constrained convex optimization (see Eq.
(4.21) of Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004)), this means:(
f∗ + L(y,:)ᵀ
)ᵀ
(u− d) ≤ 0 ∀u ∈ ∆, (15)
where L(y,:) is the y
-th row of L, f∗ + L(y,:)ᵀ is the gradient of the objective in Eq. (14)
with respect to q evaluated at q = d. Here we used the definition of y. However, this
inequality can hold for some d ∈ ∆k ∩ Rk++ only if f∗ + L(y,:)ᵀ is a uniform vector, i.e.,
f∗y +loss(y, y) is constant in y. To see this, let us assume the contrary that v , f∗+L(y,:)ᵀ
is not a uniform vector, and let i be the index of its maximum element. Setting u = ei, it is
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clear that for any d ∈ ∆k ∩Rk++, vᵀu > vᵀd and hence
(
f∗ + L(y,:)ᵀ
)ᵀ
(u− d) > 0, which
violates the optimality condition.
Finally, using the assumption that loss(y, y) < loss(y, y′) for all y′ 6= y, it follows that
argmaxy f
∗(x, y) = argminy L(y,y) = {y}.
The assumption of loss function in the above theorem is quite mild, requiring only that
the incorrect predictions suffer higher loss than the correct one. We do not even require
symmetry in its two arguments. The key to the proofs is the observation that for the optimal
potential function f∗, f∗(x, y) + loss(y, y) is invariant to y when Y = {y}. We refer to
this as the loss reflective property of the minimizer. In the next theorem, we generalize
Theorem 15 to the case where the Bayes optimal prediction under the true distribution may
have ties.
Theorem 16 In the standard multiclass classification setting, suppose we have a loss metric
that satisfies the natural requirement: loss(y, y) < loss(y, y′) for all y′ 6= y. Furthermore, if
f is optimized over all measurable functions, then:
(a) there exists f∗ ∈ F∗ such that argmaxy f∗(x, y) ⊆ Y (i.e., satisfies the Fisher con-
sistency requirement). In fact, all elements in Y can be recovered by some f∗ ∈ F∗.
(b) if the loss satisfies argminy′
∑
y∈Y αyloss(y, y
′) ⊆ Y for all α(·) ≥ 0 and
∑
y∈Y αy =
1, then argmaxy f
∗(x, y) ⊆ Y for all f∗ ∈ F∗. In this case, all f∗ ∈ F∗ satisfies the
Fisher consistency requirement.
Proof Let p, q, and d have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 15. Let
Y , argminy(Ld)y which is not necessarily a singleton. The analysis in the proof of
Theorem 15 carries over to this case, except for Eq. (15). Denote h(q) , qᵀf∗+miny(Lq)y.
The subdifferential of −h(q) evaluated at q = d is the set:
∂(−h)(d) = {−f∗ − v | v ∈ conv{L(y,:)ᵀ | y ∈ Y}}, (16)
where conv denotes the convex hull. By extending the first order optimality condition to
the subgradient case, this means that there is a subgradient g ∈ ∂(−h)(d) such that:
gᵀ(u− d) ≥ 0 ∀u ∈ ∆.
Similar to the singleton Y case, this inequality can hold for some d ∈ ∆ ∩Rk++ only if
g is a uniform vector. Based on Eq. (16), −g− f∗ can be written as a convex combination
of {L(y,:)ᵀ | y ∈ Y}, and the “if and only if” relationship in the above derivation leads to
a full characterization of the optimal potential function set F∗x for a given x (c.f. Eq. (12)):
F∗x =
f∗ = c1− ∑
y∈Y
αyL(y,:)
ᵀ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ α(·) ≥ 0,
∑
y∈Y
αy = 1, c ∈ R
 . (17)
This means that multiple solutions of f∗ are possible. For each element y in Y, we
can recover a f∗y in which the argmaxy f∗y(x, y) contains a singleton element y by using
Eq. (17) with αy = 1 and αy∈{Y\y} = 0. This is implied by our loss assumption that
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loss(y, y) < loss(y, y′) for all y′ 6= y, and hence argmaxy f∗y(x, y) = argminy L(y,y). So (a)
is proved.
We next prove (b). If we assume argminy′
∑
y∈Y αyloss(y, y
′) ⊆ Y for all α(·) ≥ 0 and∑
y∈Y αy = 1, then it follows trivially that argmaxy f
∗(x, y) ⊆ Y for all f∗ ∈ F∗x.
Note that in theorem above, when the Bayes optimal label is not unique, for general
loss metric (point (a)), not all f∗ ∈ F∗ satisfy the requirement of argmaxy f∗(x, y) ⊆ Y.
However, all elements in Y can be recovered by some f∗ ∈ F∗. This is expected in the case
of non-unique optimal labels, since the prediction rule under the potential based prediction,
argmaxy f(x, y) is not well defined in the case where f(x, y) contains ties.
5.1.2 Consistency for Prediction Based on the Predictor Player’s
Probability
For a prediction task where the set of options a predictor can choose is different from the set
of ground truth labels (e.g., the classification task with abstention task in Section 4.3), the
analysis in the previous subsection cannot be applied. In this subsection we will establish
consistency properties of the adversarial prediction framework for a general loss matrix
where the prediction is based on the predictor player’s optimal probability.
Theorem 17 The predictor’s optimal probability in the adversarial prediction framework
given the true distribution P (Y |x) and a loss matrix L reaches the Bayes optimal risk,
assuming that f is allowed to be optimized over all measurable function.
Proof Since the predictor can choose from l options which could be different than the k
number of classes in the ground truth, d and q lie in the k dimensional probability simplex
∆k, while the predictor’s probability mass p lies in the l dimensional probability simplex
∆l. Let f ∈ Rk the vector encoding of the value of f at all classes. The potential function
minimizer f∗ can now be written as:
f∗ ∈ argmin
f
max
q∈∆k
min
p∈∆l
{fᵀq + pᵀLq− dᵀf} . (18)
As noted in our previous analysis, since f∗ is an optimal solution, the objective function
must have a zero subgradient at f∗. That means 0 = q∗−d, where q∗ is an optimal solution
in Eq. (18) under f∗.
Here we use the probabilistic prediction scheme as mentioned in Eq. (9). The consistency
condition in Eq. (11) requires that the loss of this prediction scheme under the optimal
potential f∗ and the true probability d reaches the Bayes optimal risk, i.e.,
pᵀLd = min
y
(Ld)y, where p
 = argmin
p∈∆l
max
q∈∆k
pᵀLq + f∗ᵀq.
Since the maximization over q in Eq. (18) does not depend on dᵀf , we know that d is
also an optimal solution of argmaxq∈∆k minp∈∆l pᵀLq+ f∗
ᵀq. Then, based on the minimax
duality theorem (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1945), we know that:
pᵀLd + f∗ᵀd = min
p∈∆l
pᵀLd + f∗ᵀd.
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This implies that: pᵀLd = minp∈∆l pᵀLd = miny(Ld)y, which concludes our proof.
5.2 Generalization Guarantee
We now analyze the generalization guarantee of the adversarial prediction framework. Let
us write the constraint set of the adversarial prediction formulation in Eq. (1) as the set Ξ,
Ξ ,
{
Pˇ (Yˇ |X) | EX∼P˜ ;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ [φ(X, Yˇ )] = EX,Y∼P˜ [φ(X, Y )]
}
.
Since the predictor player in our formulation robustly minimizes the loss metric against an
adversary player, the adversarial loss upper-bounds the generalization loss, so long as the
evaluation distribution is similar to training data properties, as described in Theorem 18.
Theorem 18 Let Pˆ ∗(Yˆ |X) and Pˇ ∗(Yˇ |X) be the predictor player’s solution and adversarial
player’s solutions of the adversarial prediction formulation (Eq. (1)) respectively. Given
the underlying true distribution P (Y |X) resides in the uncertainty set Ξ, the generalization
loss is upper-bounded by the adversarial loss:
EX∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ∗;Y |X∼P
[
loss(Yˆ , Y )
]
≤ EX∼P˜ ;Yˆ |X∼Pˆ ∗;Yˇ |X∼Pˇ ∗
[
loss(Yˆ , Yˇ )
]
.
Proof By definition, the solution of the adversarial conditional label distribution, Pˇ ∗(Yˇ |X),
is a Nash equilibrium and it provides the worst possible loss for the estimator of all condi-
tional label distributions from set Ξ. So long as the underlying true label distribution used
for evaluation, P (Y |X), is similar to training data properties (i.e, a member of Ξ), then
the generalization loss resulted from evaluation distribution P (Y |X) must be no worse than
Pˇ ∗(Yˇ |X). Otherwise, P (Y |X) is a better choice from Ξ than Pˇ ∗(Yˇ |X) for maximizing the
predictors loss, a contradiction.
6. Optimization
The goal of a learning algorithm in the adversarial prediction framework is to obtain the
optimal Lagrange dual variable θ that enforces the adversary’s probability distribution to
reside within the moment matching constraints in Eq (1). In the risk minimization perspec-
tive (Eq. (2)), it is equivalent to finding the parameter θ that minimizes the adversarial
surrogate loss (AL) in Eq. (3). To find the optimal θ, we employ (sub)-gradient methods
to optimize our convex objective.
6.1 Subgradient-Based Convex Optimization
The risk minimization perspective of adversarial prediction framework (Eq. (2)) can be
written as:
min
θ
EX,Y∼P˜ [AL(X, Y, θ)]
where: AL(x, y, θ) = max
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
pᵀLq + θᵀ
[∑
j qjφ(x, j)− φ(x, y)
]
.
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The subdifferential of the expected adversarial loss in the objective above is equal to the
expected subdifferential of the loss for each sample (Corollary 23.8, Rockafellar, 1970):
∂θ EX,Y∼P˜ [AL(X, Y, θ)] = EX,Y∼P˜ [∂θ AL(X, Y, θ)] .
Theorem 19 describes the subgradient of the adversarial surrogate loss with respect to θ.
Theorem 19 Given θ, suppose the set of optimal q for the maximin inside the AL is Q∗:
Q∗ = argmax
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
{
pᵀLq + θᵀ
[∑
j qjφ(x, j)− φ(x, y)
]}
.
Then the subdifferential of the adversarial loss AL(x, y, θ) with respect to the parameter θ
can be fully characterized by
∂θ AL(x, y, θ) = conv
{∑
j q
∗
jφ(x, j)− φ(x, y)
∣∣∣ q ∈ Q∗} .
Proof Denote ϕ(θ,q) , minp∈∆
{
pᵀLq + θᵀ
[∑
j qjφ(x, j)− φ(x, y)
]}
. Then for any fixed
q, ϕ(θ,q) is a closed proper convex function in θ. Denote g(θ) , maxq∈∆ ϕ(θ,q). Then
the interior of its domain int(dom g) is the entire Euclidean space of θ, and ϕ is continuous
on int(dom g) ×∆. Using the obvious fact that ∂θϕ(θ,q) =
{∑
j qjφ(x, j)− φ(x, y)
}
, the
desired conclusion follows directly from Proposition A.22 of Bertsekas (1971).
The runtime complexity to calculate the subgradient of AL for one example above is
O(k3.5) due to the need to solve the inner minimiax using linear program (Karmarkar’s
algorithm). For the loss metrics that we have studied in Section 3 we construct faster ways
to compute the subgradient as follows.
Corollary 20 The subdifferential of AL0-1(x, y, θ) with respect to θ includes:
∂θ AL
0-1(x, y, θ) 3 1|S∗|
∑
j∈S∗ φ(x, j)− φ(x, y),
where S∗ is an optimal solution set of the maximization inside the AL0-1, i.e.:
S∗ ∈ argmax
S⊆[k], S 6=∅
∑
j∈S θ
ᵀφ(x, j) + |S| − 1
|S| .
Corollary 21 The subdifferential of ALord(x, y, θ) with respect to θ includes:
∂θ AL
ord(x, y, θ) 3 12 (φ(x, i∗) + φ(x, j∗))− φ(x, y),
where i∗, j∗ is the solution of:
(i∗, j∗) ∈ argmax
i,j∈[k]
θᵀφ(x, i) + θᵀφ(x, j) + j − i
2
.
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Corollary 22 The subdifferential of ALabstain(x, y, θ, α) where 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 with respect to θ
includes:
∂θ AL
abstain(x, y, θ, α) 3
{
(1− α)φ(x, i∗) + αφ(x, j∗)− φ(x, y) g(x, y, θ, α) > h(x, y, θ, α)
φ(x, l∗)− φ(x, y) otherwise,
where:
g(x, y, θ, α) = max
i,j∈[k],i 6=j
(1− α) fi + αfj + α, h(x, y, θ, α) = max
l
fl,
(i∗, j∗) ∈ argmax
i,j∈[k],i 6=j
(1− α) fi + αfj + α, l∗ = argmax
l
fl,
and the potential fi is defined as fi = θ
ᵀφ(x, i).
The runtime of the subgradient computation algorithms above are the same as the
runtime of computing the adversarial surrogate losses, i.e., O(k log k) for AL0-1, O(k) for
ALord, and O(k) for ALabstain. This is a significant speed-up compared to the technique
that uses a linear program solver.
Since we already have algorithms for computing the subgradient of AL, any subgradient
based optimization techniques can be used to optimize θ including some stochastic (sub)-
gradient techniques like SGD, AdaGrad, and ADAM or batch (sub)-gradient techniques
like L-BFGS. Some regularization techniques such as L1 and L2 regularizations, can also be
added to the objective function. The optimization is guaranteed to converge to the global
optimum as the objective is convex.
6.2 Incorporating Rich Feature Spaces via the Kernel Trick
Considering large feature spaces is important for developing an expressive classifier that
can learn from large amounts of training data. Indeed, Fisher consistency requires such
feature spaces for its guarantees to be meaningful. However, na¨ıvely projecting from the
original feature space, φ(x, y), to a richer (or possibly infinite) feature space ω(φ(x, y)),
can be computationally burdensome. Kernel methods enable this feature expansion by
allowing the dot products of certain feature functions to be computed implicitly, i.e.,
K(φ(xi, yi), φ(xj , yj)) = ω(φ(xi, yi)) · ω(φ(xj , yj)).
To formulate a learning algorithm for adversarial surrogate losses that can incorporate
richer feature spaces via kernel trick, we apply the PEGASOS algorithm (Shalev-Shwartz
et al., 2011) to our losses. Instead of optimizing the problem in the dual formulation as in
many kernel trick algorithms, PEGASOS allows us to incorporate the kernel trick into its
primal stochastic subgradient optimization technique. The algorithm works on L2 penalized
risk minimization,
min
θ
EX,Y∼P˜
λ
2
‖θ‖2 +AL(X, Y, θ),
where λ is the regularization penalty parameter. Since we want to perform stochastic
optimization, we replace the objective above with an approximation based on a single
training example:
λ
2
‖θ‖2 +AL(xit , yit , θ),
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where it indicates the index of the example randomly selected at iteration t. Therefore at
iteration t, the subgradient of our objective function with respect to the parameter θ is:
∂
(t)
θ =λθ
(t) +
∑
j q
∗
j
(t)φ(xit , j)− φ(xit , yit), (19)
where: q∗(t) = argmax
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
pᵀLq + f (t)
ᵀ
q− f (t)yit ,
f
(t)
j = θ
(t)ᵀφ(xit , j).
The algorithm starts with zero initialization, i.e., θ(1) = 0 and uses a pre-determined
learning rate scheme η(t) = 1λt to take optimization steps,
θ(t+1) = θ(t) − η(t)∂(t)θ = θ(t) − 1λt∂
(t)
θ .
Let us denote g(t) =
∑
j q
∗
j
(t)φ(xit , j)− φ(xit , yit) from Eq. (19), then the update steps can
be written as:
θ(t+1) = (1− 1t )θ(t) − 1λtg(t).
By accumulating the weighted contribution of g for each step, the value of θ at iteration
t+ 1 is:
θ(t+1) = − 1
λt
t∑
l=1
g(l),
which can be expanded to the original formulation of our subgradient:
θ(t+1) = − 1
λt
t∑
l=1
k∑
j=1
q∗j
(l)φ(xil , j)− φ(xil , yil), (20)
where q∗(l) = argmax
q∈∆
min
p∈∆
pᵀLq + f (l)
ᵀ
q− f (l)yil ,
f
(l)
j = θ
(l)ᵀφ(xil , j).
Let z be the one-hot vector representation of the ground truth label y where its elements
are zy = 1, and zj = 0 for all j 6= y. From the definition of g(t), let us denote r(t) = q∗(t)−zit ,
then g(t) can be equivalently written as g(t) =
∑
j rj
(t)φ(xit , j). We denote α
(t+1)
i as a vector
that accumulates the value of r for the i-th example each time it is selected until iteration
t. Then, the value of θ(t+1) in Eq. (20) can be equivalently written as:
θ(t+1) =− 1
λt
n∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
α
(t+1)
(i,j) φ(xi, j),
where α
(t+1)
(i,j) indicates the j-th element of the vector α
(t+1)
i . Using this notation, the
potentials f (t) used to calculate the adversarial loss can be computed as:
f
(t)
j = θ
(t)ᵀφ(xit , j) =−
1
λt
n∑
i′
k∑
j′
α
(t)
(i′,j′) φ(xi′ , j
′) · φ(xit , j).
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Note that the computation of the potentials above only depends on the dot product between
the feature functions weighted by the α variables.
Since the algorithm only depends on the dot products, to incorporate a richer feature
spaces ω(φ(x, y)), we can directly apply kernel function in the computation of the potentials,
f
(t)
j = θ
(t)ᵀω(φ(xit , j)) =−
1
λt
n∑
i′
k∑
j′
α
(t)
(i′,j′)ω(φ(xi′ , j
′)) · ω(φ(xit , j))
=− 1
λt
n∑
i′
k∑
j′
α
(t)
(i′,j′)K(φ(xi′ , j
′), φ(xit , j)).
The detailed algorithm for our adversarial surrogate loss is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PEGASOS algorithm for adversarial surrogate losses with kernel trick
1: Input: Training data (x1, y1), . . . (xn, yn), L, λ, T, k
2: α
(1)
i ← 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
3: Let zi be the one-hot encoding of yi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
4: for t← 1, 2, . . . , T do
5: Choose it ∈ {1, . . . , n} uniformly at random
6: Compute f (t), where f
(t)
j ← − 1λt
∑n
i′
∑k
j′ α
(t)
(i′,j′)K(φ(xi′ , j
′), φ(xit , j))
7: q∗(t) ← argmaxq∈∆ minp∈∆ pᵀLq + f (t)ᵀq− f (t)yit
8: α
(t+1)
it
← α(t)it + q∗(t) − zit
9: end for
10: return α
(t+1)
i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
7. Experiments
We conduct experiments on real data to investigate the empirical performance of the ad-
versarial surrogate losses in several prediction tasks.
7.1 Experiments for Multiclass Zero-One Loss Metric
We evaluate the performance of the AL0-1 classifier and compare it with the three most
popular multiclass SVM formulations: WW (Weston et al., 1999), CS (Crammer and Singer,
2002), and LLW (Lee et al., 2004). We use 12 datasets from the UCI machine learning
repository (Lichman, 2013) with various sizes and numbers of classes (details in Table 1).
For each dataset, we consider the methods using the original feature space (linear kernel)
and a kernelized feature space using the Gaussian radial basis function kernel. We also aim
to highlight the sub-optimal performance of the LLW’s formulation for multiclass SVM in
the case of datasets with low dimensional features (Dog˘an et al., 2016), and how our method
performs in these datasets. Therefore, most of the datasets we selected have this property.
For our experimental methodology, we follow the experiment constructions in Dog˘an
et al. (2016). We first perform two-stages parameter selections using five-fold cross valida-
tion on the training set of a random split of the dataset to tune each model’s parameter
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Dataset
Properties
#class #train # test #feature
(1) iris 3 105 45 4
(2) glass 6 149 65 9
(3) redwine 10 1119 480 11
(4) ecoli 8 235 101 7
(5) vehicle 4 592 254 18
(6) segment 7 1617 693 19
(7) sat 7 4435 2000 36
(8) optdigits 10 3823 1797 64
(9) pageblocks 5 3831 1642 10
(10) libras 15 252 108 90
(11) vertebral 3 217 93 6
(12) breasttissue 6 74 32 9
Table 1: Properties of the datasets for the zero-one loss metric experiments.
C and the kernel parameter γ under the kernelized formulation. In the first stage, the
values for C are 2i, i = {0, 3, 6, 9, 12} and the values for γ are 2i, i = {−12,−9,−6,−3, 0}.
We select final values for C from 2iC0, i = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} and values for γ from 2iγ0, i =
{−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} in the second stage, where C0 and γ0 are the best parameters obtained in
the first stage. We then create 20 independent random splits of each dataset into training
and testing sets. Using the selected parameters, we train each model on the training sets
and evaluate the performance on the corresponding testing set. We use the Shark ma-
chine learning library (Igel et al., 2008) for the implementation of the three multiclass SVM
formulations.
We report the accuracy of each method averaged over the 20 dataset splits for both
linear feature representations and Gaussian kernel feature representations in Table 2. We
denote the results that are either the best of all four methods or not worse than the best with
statistical significance (under the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05)
using bold font. We also show the accuracy averaged over all of the datasets for each method
and the number of dataset for which each method is “indistinguishably best” (bold numbers)
in the last row. As we can see from the table, the only alternative model that is Fisher
consistent—the LLW model—performs poorly on all datasets when only linear features
are employed. This matches with previous experimental results conducted by Dog˘an et al.
(2016) and demonstrates a weakness of using an absolute margin for the loss function (rather
than the relative margins of all other methods). The AL0-1 classifier performs competitively
with the WW and CS models with a slight advantages on overall average accuracy and a
larger number of “indistinguishably best” performances on datasets—or, equivalently, fewer
statistically significant losses to any other method.
The kernel trick in the Gaussian kernel case provides access to much richer feature
spaces, improving the performance of all models, and the LLW model especially. In gen-
eral, all models provide competitive results in the Gaussian kernel case. The AL0-1 classifier
maintains a similarly slight advantage and only provides performance that is sub-optimal
(with statistical significance) in three of the twelve datasets versus six of twelve and five of
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D
Linear Kernel Gaussian Kernel
AL0-1 WW CS LLW AL0-1 WW CS LLW
(1) 96.3 (3.1) 96.0 (2.6) 96.3 (2.4) 79.7 (5.5) 96.7 (2.4) 96.4 (2.4) 96.2 (2.3) 95.4 (2.1)
(2) 62.5 (6.0) 62.2 (3.6) 62.5 (3.9) 52.8 (4.6) 69.5 (4.2) 66.8 (4.3) 69.4 (4.8) 69.2 (4.4)
(3) 58.8 (2.0) 59.1 (1.9) 56.6 (2.0) 57.7 (1.7) 63.3 (1.8) 64.2 (2.0) 64.2 (1.9) 64.7 (2.1)
(4) 86.2 (2.2) 85.7 (2.5) 85.8 (2.3) 74.1 (3.3) 86.0 (2.7) 84.9 (2.4) 85.6 (2.4) 86.0 (2.5)
(5) 78.8 (2.2) 78.8 (1.7) 78.4 (2.3) 69.8 (3.7) 84.3 (2.5) 84.4 (2.6) 83.8 (2.3) 84.4 (2.6)
(6) 94.9 (0.7) 94.9 (0.8) 95.2 (0.8) 75.8 (1.5) 96.5 (0.6) 96.6 (0.5) 96.3 (0.6) 96.4 (0.5)
(7) 84.9 (0.7) 85.4 (0.7) 84.7 (0.7) 74.9 (0.9) 91.9 (0.5) 92.0 (0.6) 91.9 (0.5) 91.9 (0.4)
(8) 96.6 (0.6) 96.5 (0.7) 96.3 (0.6) 76.2 (2.2) 98.7 (0.4) 98.8 (0.4) 98.8 (0.3) 98.9 (0.3)
(9) 96.0 (0.5) 96.1 (0.5) 96.3 (0.5) 92.5 (0.8) 96.8 (0.5) 96.6 (0.4) 96.7 (0.4) 96.6 (0.4)
(10) 74.1 (3.3) 72.0 (3.8) 71.3 (4.3) 34.0 (6.4) 83.6 (3.8) 83.8 (3.4) 85.0 (3.9) 83.2 (4.2)
(11) 85.5 (2.9) 85.9 (2.7) 85.4 (3.3) 79.8 (5.6) 86.0 (3.1) 85.3 (2.9) 85.5 (3.3) 84.4 (2.7)
(12) 64.4 (7.1) 59.7 (7.8) 66.3 (6.9) 58.3 (8.1) 68.4 (8.6) 68.1 (6.5) 66.6 (8.9) 68.0 (7.2)
avg 81.59 81.02 81.25 68.80 85.14 84.82 85.00 84.93
#b 9 7 8 0 9 7 7 8
Table 2: The mean and (in parentheses) standard deviation of the accuracy for each model
with linear kernel and Gaussian kernel feature representations. Bold numbers in
each case indicate that the result is the best or not significantly worse than the
best (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05).
twelve for the other methods. We conclude that the multiclass adversarial method performs
well in both low and high dimensional feature spaces. Recalling the theoretical analysis of
the adversarial method, it is a well-motivated (from the adversarial zero-one loss minimiza-
tion) multiclass classifier that enjoys both strong theoretical properties (Fisher consistency)
and empirical performance.
7.2 Experiments for Multiclass Ordinal Classification
We conduct our ordinal classification experiments on a benchmark dataset for ordinal re-
gression (Chu and Ghahramani, 2005), evaluate the performance using mean absolute error
(MAE), and perform statistical tests on the results of different hinge loss surrogate meth-
ods. The benchmark contains datasets taken from the UCI machine learning repository
(Lichman, 2013), which range from relatively small to relatively large datasets. The char-
acteristic of the datasets, i.e., the number of classes, the training set size, the testing set
size, and the number of features is described in Table 3.
In the experiment, we consider the methods using the original feature space and us-
ing a Gaussian radial basis function kernel feature space. The methods that we compare
include two variations of our approach, the threshold based (ALord-th), and the multiclass-
based (ALord-mc). The baselines we use for the threshold-based models include an SVM-
based reduction framework algorithm (REDth) (Li and Lin, 2007), the all threshold method
with hinge loss (AT) (Shashua and Levin, 2003; Chu and Keerthi, 2005), and the imme-
diate threshold method with hinge loss (IT) (Shashua and Levin, 2003; Chu and Keerthi,
2005). For the multiclass-based models, we compare our method with an SVM-based re-
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Dataset #class #train #test #features
diabetes 5 30 13 2
pyrimidines 5 51 23 27
triazines 5 130 56 60
wisconsin 5 135 59 32
machinecpu 10 146 63 6
autompg 10 274 118 7
boston 5 354 152 13
stocks 5 665 285 9
abalone 10 2923 1254 10
bank 10 5734 2458 8
computer 10 5734 2458 21
calhousing 10 14447 6193 8
Table 3: Properties of the datasets for the ordinal classification experiments.
duction framework algorithm using multiclass features (REDmc) (Li and Lin, 2007), cost-
sensitive one-sided support vector regression (CSOSR) (Tu and Lin, 2010), cost-sensitive
one-versus-one SVM (CSOVO) (Lin, 2014), and cost-sensitive one-versus-all SVM (CSOVA)
(Lin, 2008). For our Gaussian kernel experiment, we compare our threshold-based model
(ALord-th) with SVORIM and SVOREX (Chu and Keerthi, 2005).
In our experiments, we performed two stages of five-fold cross validation on the training
set of a random split of the dataset to tune each model’s regularization constant λ. In
the first stage, the possible values for λ are 2−i, i = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}. Using the best
λ in the first stage, we set the possible values for λ in the second stage as 2
i
2λ0, i =
{−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}, where λ0 is the best parameter obtained in the first stage. We
then create 20 independent random splits of each dataset into training and testing sets.
Using the selected parameter, we train each model on the 20 training sets and evaluate
the MAE performance on the corresponding testing set. We then perform a statistical test
to find whether the performance of a model is different with statistical significance from
other models. Similarly, we perform the Gaussian kernel experiments with the same model
parameter settings as in the multiclass zero-one experiments.
We report the mean absolute error (MAE) averaged over the dataset splits as shown in
Table 4 and Table 5. We highlight the results that are either the best or not worse than the
best with statistical significance (under the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
α = 0.05) in boldface font. We also provide the summary for each model in terms of the
averaged MAE over all datasets and the number of datasets for which each model marked
with boldface font in the bottom of the table.
As we can see from Table 4, in the experiment with the original feature space, threshold-
based models perform well on relatively small datasets, whereas multiclass-based models
perform well on relatively large datasets. A possible explanation for this result is that
multiclass-based models have more flexibility in creating decision boundaries, hence perform
better if the training data size is sufficient. However, since multiclass-based models have
many more parameters than threshold-based models (mk parameters rather than m+k−1
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Dataset
Threshold-based models Multiclass-based models
ALord-th REDth AT IT ALord-mc REDmc CSOSR CSOVO CSOVA
diabetes
0.696
(0.13)
0.715
(0.19)
0.731
(0.15)
0.827
(0.28)
0.692
(0.14)
0.700
(0.15)
0.715
(0.19)
0.738
(0.16)
0.762
(0.19)
pyrimidines
0.654
(0.12)
0.678
(0.15)
0.615
(0.3)
0.626
(0.14)
0.509
(0.12)
0.565
(0.13)
0.520
(0.13)
0.576
(0.16)
0.526
(0.16)
triazines
0.607
(0.09)
0.683
(0.11)
0.649
(0.11)
0.654
(0.12)
0.670
(0.09)
0.673
(0.11)
0.677
(0.10)
0.738
(0.10)
0.732
(0.10)
wisconsin
1.077
(0.11)
1.067
(0.12)
1.097
(0.11)
1.175
(0.14)
1.136
(0.11)
1.141
(0.10)
1.208
(0.12)
1.275
(0.15)
1.338
(0.11)
machinecpu
0.449
(0.09)
0.456
(0.09)
0.458
(0.09)
0.467
(0.10)
0.518
(0.11)
0.515
(0.10)
0.646
(0.10)
0.602
(0.09)
0.702
(0.14)
autompg
0.551
(0.06)
0.550
(0.06)
0.550
(0.06)
0.617
(0.07)
0.599
(0.06)
0.602
(0.06)
0.741
(0.07)
0.598
(0.06)
0.731
(0.07)
boston
0.316
(0.03)
0.304
(0.03)
0.306
(0.03)
0.298
(0.04)
0.311
(0.03)
0.311
(0.04)
0.353
(0.05)
0.294
(0.04)
0.363
(0.04)
stocks
0.324
(0.02)
0.317
(0.02)
0.315
(0.02)
0.324
(0.02)
0.168
(0.02)
0.175
(0.03)
0.204
(0.02)
0.147
(0.02)
0.213
(0.02)
abalone
0.551
(0.02)
0.547
(0.02)
0.546
(0.02)
0.571
(0.02)
0.521
(0.02)
0.520
(0.02)
0.545
(0.02)
0.558
(0.02)
0.556
(0.02)
bank
0.461
(0.01)
0.460
(0.01)
0.461
(0.01)
0.461
(0.01)
0.445
(0.01)
0.446
(0.01)
0.732
(0.02)
0.448
(0.01)
0.989
(0.02)
computer
0.640
(0.02)
0.635
(0.02)
0.633
(0.02)
0.683
(0.02)
0.625
(0.01)
0.624
(0.02)
0.889
(0.02)
0.649
(0.02)
1.055
(0.02)
calhousing
1.190
(0.01)
1.183
(0.01)
1.182
(0.01)
1.225
(0.01)
1.164
(0.01)
1.144
(0.01)
1.237
(0.01)
1.202
(0.01)
1.601
(0.02)
average 0.626 0.633 0.629 0.661 0.613 0.618 0.706 0.652 0.797
# bold 5 5 4 2 5 5 2 2 2
Table 4: The average and (in parenthesis) standard deviation of the mean absolute error
(MAE) for each model. Bold numbers in each case indicate that the result is
the best or not significantly worse than the best (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
α = 0.05).
parameters), multiclass methods may need more data, and hence, may not perform well on
relatively small datasets.
In the threshold-based models comparison, ALord-th, REDth, and AT perform compet-
itively on relatively small datasets like triazines, wisconsin, machinecpu, and autompg.
ALord-th has a slight advantage over REDth on the overall accuracy, and a slight advantage
over AT on the number of “indistinguishably best” performance on all datasets. We can also
see that AT is superior to IT in the experiments under the original feature space. Among
the multiclass-based models, ALord-mc and REDmc perform competitively on datasets like
abalone, bank, and computer, with a slight advantage of ALord-mc model on the overall
accuracy. In general, the cost-sensitive models perform poorly compared with ALord-mc and
REDmc. A notable exception is the CSOVO model which perform very well on the stocks,
and boston datasets.
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Dataset ALord-th SVORIM SVOREX
diabetes 0.696 (0.13) 0.665 (0.14) 0.688 (0.18)
pyrimidines 0.478 (0.11) 0.539 (0.11) 0.550 (0.11)
triazines 0.608 (0.08) 0.612 (0.09) 0.604 (0.08)
wisconsin 1.090 (0.10) 1.113 (0.12) 1.049 (0.09)
machinecpu 0.452 (0.09) 0.652 (0.12) 0.628 (0.13)
autompg 0.529 (0.04) 0.589 (0.05) 0.593 (0.05)
boston 0.278 (0.04) 0.324 (0.03) 0.316 (0.03)
stocks 0.103 (0.02) 0.099 (0.01) 0.100 (0.02)
average 0.531 0.574 0.566
# bold 8 3 4
Table 5: The mean and (in parenthesis) standard deviation of the MAE for models with
Gaussian kernel. Bold numbers in each case indicate that the result is the best or
not significantly worse than the best (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05).
In the Gaussian kernel experiment, we can see from Table 5 that the kernelized ver-
sion of ALord-th performs significantly better than the threshold-based models SVORIM
and SVOREX in terms of both the overall accuracy and the number of “indistinguishably
best” performance on all datasets. We also note that immediate-threshold-based model
(SVOREX) performs better than all-threshold-based model (SVORIM) in our experiment
using Gaussian kernel. We can conclude that our proposed adversarial losses for ordinal
regression perform competitively compared to the state-of-the-art ordinal regression models
using both original feature spaces and kernel feature spaces with a significant performance
improvement in the Gaussian kernel experiments.
7.3 Experiments for the Classification with Abstention
We conduct experiments for classification with abstention tasks using the same dataset
as in the multiclass zero-one experiments (Table 1). We compare the performance of our
adversarial surrogate loss (ALabstain) with the SVM’s one-vs-all (OVA) and Crammer &
Singer (CS) formulations for classification with abstention (Ramaswamy et al., 2018). We
evaluate the prediction performance for a k-class classification using the abstention loss:
loss(yˆ, y) =
{
α yˆ = k + 1
I(yˆ 6= y) otherwise,
where yˆ = k + 1 indicates an abstain prediction, and α is a fixed value for the penalty
for making abstain prediction. Throughout the experiments, we use the standard value of
α = 12 .
Similar to the setup in the previous experiments, we perform two-stage, five-fold cross
validation on the training set of a random split of the dataset to tune each model’s parame-
ter (C or λ) and the kernel parameter γ under the kernelized formulation. We then make 20
random splits of each dataset into training and testing sets. Using the selected parameters,
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we train each model on the 20 training sets and evaluate the performance on the corre-
sponding testing set. In the prediction step, we use a non-probabilistic prediction scheme
for ALabstain as presented in Corollary 14. For the baseline methods, we use a threshold
base prediction scheme as presented in (Ramaswamy et al., 2018) with the default value of
the threshold τ for each model (τ = 0.5 for the SVM-CS, and τ = 0 for the SVM-OVA).
Dataset
Linear Kernel Gaussian Kernel
ALabstain OVA CS ALabstain OVA CS
iris
0.037 (0.02)
[7%]
0.122 (0.04)
[13%]
0.038 (0.02)
[6%]
0.051 (0.03)
[6%]
0.120 (0.04)
[14%]
0.043 (0.03)
[1%]
glass
0.380 (0.04)
[40%]
0.393 (0.04)
[27%]
0.379 (0.04)
[38%]
0.302 (0.03)
[37%]
0.393 (0.04)
[35%]
0.317 (0.03)
[25%]
redwine
0.418 (0.01)
[58%]
0.742 (0.04)
[50%]
0.423 (0.01)
[54%]
0.373 (0.01)
[42%]
0.742 (0.04)
[50%]
0.391 (0.01)
[58%]
ecoli
0.165 (0.02)
[17%]
0.222 (0.10)
[11%]
0.213 (0.10)
[15%]
0.160 (0.03)
[17%]
0.221 (0.10)
[11%]
0.144 (0.02)
[5%]
vehicle
0.214 (0.02)
[23%]
0.231 (0.02)
[17%]
0.216 (0.02)
[20%]
0.206 (0.03)
[20%]
0.226 (0.03)
[15%]
0.300 (0.02)
[31%]
segment
0.061 (0.01)
[7%]
0.082 (0.01)
[11%]
0.052 (0.01)
[6%]
0.042 (0.01)
[5%]
0.084 (0.01)
[11%]
0.102 (0.01)
[13%]
sat
0.147 (0.01)
[14%]
0.356 (0.01)
[20%]
0.337 (0.01)
[14%]
0.094 (0.01)
[9%]
0.356 (0.01)
[20%]
0.181 (0.01)
[4%]
optdigits
0.037 (0.01)
[4%]
0.045 (0.01)
[5%]
0.038 (0.01)
5%
0.062 (0.01)
[12%]
0.051 (0.01)
[5%]
0.072 (0.01)
[8%]
pageblocks
0.040 (0.01)
[3%]
0.042 (0.01)
[1%]
0.045 (0.02)
[4%]
0.037 (0.01)
[4%]
0.042 (0.01)
[1%]
0.060 (0.01)
[4%]
libras
0.260 (0.03)
[36%]
0.253 (0.02)
[36%]
0.253 (0.02)
[36%]
0.263 (0.02)
[50%]
0.362 (0.04)
[4%]
0.207 (0.03)
[14%]
vertebral
0.154 (0.02)
[16%]
0.147 (0.02)
[7%]
0.159 (0.02)
[14%]
0.181 (0.02)
[22%]
0.147 (0.03)
[7%]
0.220 (0.04)
[4%]
breasttissue
0.315 (0.04)
[51%]
0.316 (0.05)
[37%]
0.326 (0.06)
[32%]
0.330 (0.04)
[54%]
0.313 (0.06)
[32%]
0.367 (0.03)
[67%]
average 0.186 0.246 0.207 0.175 0.255 0.200
# bold 10 4 8 8 3 4
Table 6: The mean and (in parentheses) standard deviation of the abstention loss, and
(in square bracket) the percentage of abstain predictions for each model with
linear kernel and Gaussian kernel feature representations. Bold numbers in each
case indicate that the result is the best or not significantly worse than the best
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05).
We report the abstention loss averaged over the dataset splits as shown in Table 6.
We highlight the results that are either the best or not worse than the best with statistical
significance (under the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05) in boldface
font. We also report the average percentage of abstain predictions produced by each model
in each dataset. Finally, we provide the summary for each model in terms of the averaged
abstention loss over all datasets and the number of datasets for which each model is marked
with boldface font in the bottom of the table.
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The results from Table 6 indicates that all models output more abstain predictions in the
case of the dataset with higher noise (i.e., bigger value of loss). The percentage of abstain
predictions of ALabstain, SVM-OVA, and SVM-CS are fairly similar. In some datasets like
segment and pageblocks, all models output very rarely abstain, whereas in some datasets
like redwine and breasttissue, some of the models abstain for more than 50% of the total
number of testing examples. The results show that this percentage does not depend on the
number of classes. For example, both redwine and optdigits are 10-class classification
problems. However, the percentage of abstain prediction for optdigits is far less than the
one for redwine.
In the linear kernel experiments, the ALabstain performs best compared the baselines in
terms of the overall abstention loss and the number of “indistinguishably best” performance,
followed by SVM-CS and then SVM-OVA. The ALabstain has a slight advantage compared
with the SVM-CS in most of the datasets in the linear kernel experiments except in few
datasets that the ALabstain outperfoms the SVM-CS by significant margins. Overall, the
SVM-OVA performs poorly on most datasets except in a few datasets (libras, vertebral,
and breasttissue).
The introduction of non-linearity via the Gaussian kernel improves the performance of
both ALabstain and SVM-CS as we see from Table 6. The ALabstain method maintains its
advantages over the baselines in terms of the overall abstention loss and the number of “in-
distinguishably best” performances. We can conclude that ALabstain performs competitively
compared to the baseline models using both original feature spaces and the Gaussian kernel
feature spaces. We note that these competitive advantages do not have any drawbacks in
terms of the computational cost compared to the baselines. As described in Section 3.5 and
Section 4.3, the surrogate loss function and prediction rule are relatively simple and easy
to compute.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an adversarial prediction framework for general multiclass clas-
sification that seeks a predictor distribution that robustly optimizes non-convex and non-
continuous multiclass loss metrics against the worst-case conditional label distributions (the
adversarial distribution) constrained to (approximately) match the statistics of the train-
ing data. The dual formulation of the framework resembles a risk minimization model
with a convex surrogate loss we call the adversarial surrogate loss. These adversarial sur-
rogate losses provide desirable properties of surrogate losses for multiclass classification.
For example, in the case of multiclass zero-one classification, our surrogate loss fills the
long-standing gap in multiclass classification by simultaneously: guaranteeing Fisher con-
sistency, enabling computational efficiency via the kernel trick, and providing competitive
performance in practice. Our formulations for the ordinal classification problem provide
novel consistent surrogate losses that have not previously been considered in the literature.
Lastly, our surrogate loss for the classification with abstention problem provides a unique
consistent method that is applicable to binary and multiclass problems, fast to compute,
and also competitive in practice.
In general, we showed that the adversarial surrogate losses for general multiclass classifi-
cation problems enjoy the nice theoretical property of Fisher consistency. We also developed
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efficient algorithms for optimizing the surrogate losses and a way to incorporate rich feature
representation via kernel tricks. Finally, we demonstrated that the adversarial surrogate
losses provide competitive performance in practice on several datasets taken from UCI ma-
chine learning repository. We will investigate the adversarial prediction framework for more
general loss metrics (e.g., multivariate loss metrics), and also for different prediction settings
(e.g., active learning and multitask learning) in our future works.
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